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A bstrac t 

Ne1 Noddings claims to have undermined the efficacy and therefore the ned for moral 

principles by showing them to be largely irrelevant to an ethic based on caring. This thesis 

argues that Noddings has not persuasively argued for the removd or diminishrnent of principles 

in moral theory. The thesis focuses on Noddings' cornplaint that principles depend on 

justification, univendizability, amFguity, and abstraction. It finds that these elements play 

important roles in the ethic af care itself. Using Paul iiThagard's scale of wide reflective 

equilibrium, and the test case of capital punishment. the thesis disputes Noddings' daim that the 

ethic of care is coheren!. Funhemore, the thesis argues that cunent care theory, with its anti- 

principles pretense. muzzles the oneçaring both in penonai relationships and as a citizen 

concsrned with global issues such as hurnan rights and social injustice. 
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The Role of  Princbles in Care Theory: An Examinafion of  Noddings's Caring 

Introduction 

The philosopher of education Ne1 Noddings is a particularly interesting figure in the 

academy. A former math teacher and school administrator. Noddings has published extensively 

on caring in schools. feminist ethics in education. and moral dialogue. While wornen arc 

comrnon enough in fields relating to education. it is ruer to find them in philosophy and in 

mathematics. The recipient of numerous teaching awards. Noddings never fails to present 

provocative arguments in deceptively straightforward language. Called the "National Voice for 

an Ethic of caret", she is a rccognized leader in what has corne to be known as %are ethics" and 

is eminently qualified to speak as an authotity in  her area. 

Noddings has been enormously influential in feminist ethics and in ethics in general. 

With Carol Gilligan, she has succeeded in calling for more thorough research into possible moral 

differences between the sexes. Over-concentration on a rigid conception of moral reasoning by 

theonsts has led to the exclusion of other key factors that make up the complex moral realm. The 

'cuing theorists' have brought to the table questions about the autonomous self vs. the 

communal self and care vs. justice orientations. But as Barbara Thayer-Bacon points out, and as 

Noddings herself acknowledges. it was Milton Mayeroff who pioneered the current interest in 

carhg as an ethical approach in his On Canng. published in 1971 (Thayer-Bacon, 2000. p.22) 

(Noddings. L984, p.9). 

Within feminist ethics, Noddings and Gilligan cm be classified as interested in 

' The Institute for Educational Renewal at Miami University, Oxford. Ohio celebntes the contributions of Noddings 
at dttp~/www.muohio.eddier/nnposter.html>. hterestingly. this arganization outlines no less than 21 principles 
and 19 postulates at <hnp://www.muohio.edulier/vg.html>. 



'ferninine' ethics. These topics would likely have remained unexplored without the curiosity, 

determination, and cornmitment to scholarship of these fine thinkea. Whether identifying 

themselves as feminists or not, al1 dedicated philosophers of education must appreciate the 

challenges raised by the 'caring' theorists. It is in this spirit that this essay offers the following 

critique of what is now considered a classic in feminist care ethics, Noddings' Caring. (Thayer- 

Bacon, 1000, p.22). 

This thesis is not intended to be a thomugh critique of care ethics in general or even 

Noddings' Caring in particular. The focus of the thesis is on one issue - the role of moral 

pnnciples in the ethic of care. 1 challenge care theorists to re-evaluate their opposition to moral 

pnnciples with an aim to making their case for care even stronger. 

The general pattern of my critique is as follows. In the fint chapter I dispute Noddings' 

claim that her approach to ethics is free of the elements that she associates with principles. In the 

second chapter 1 explore various theoretical problems within the c m  ethic. And in the third 

chapter 1 explore some negative consequences in the real world for enacting the care ethic as its 

stands. 

Specifically, Chapter One opens with a brkf explmation of Noddings' unique use of 

language. This is followed by an overview of the key ideas in C a h g :  engrossment, motivational 

displacement. acknowledgement by the one to whom care is given, and "tuming points." This is 

immediately followed with a critique of Noddings' view of the role of principles in care theory. 

Noddings' concept of "tuming points" or switching modes between caring and thinking 

rationally is examined through the lens of ethical theory and then from the perspective of 

cognitive science. An attempt is made to undentand Noddings' position on the interplay 

between reason and emotion and to distil from her text her understanding of consciousness. 
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Chapter One continues with an attempt to unpack what Noddings means by the word 

'principles.' Since Noddings argues for the obsolescence of principles, while this thesis will 

argue for their centrality. it is necessary to attend as closely as possible to how Noddings 

envisions their f om and function. To this end, Chapter One highlights what appear to be the 

salient features of principles for Noddings. This includes examining what Noddings dislikes 

about principles. including their dependence upon justification. universalizability, ambiguity, and 

abstraction. Chapter One concludes with a critique of the idea that pnnciples are essentially 

masculine. 

Chapter Two begins with a chronological account of what I believe to be a meaningful 

and helpful distinction between rules and principles. From John Locke to Barbara Thayer-Bacon. 

1 find that theonsts decry rigid nile-following and distinguish this from the kind of thoughtful 

consideration of moral issues entailed by the reference to principles. I suggest that care theory 

weakens itself by not accepting the distinction between rules and principles or arguing 

speci ficall y against it. 

At this point 1 suggest that care theory's conflation of rules and pnnciples leads to the 

creûtion of a caricature of a principled thinker. 1 turn to Lawrence Kohlberg and Dwight Boyd 

to discover the cache of the "reasoning man" stereotype and find that Kohlberg's stages have 

k e n  misconstrued to the point that those who use principles are seen as disembodied calculators 

of information, rather than situated, relational selves. 

To prevent endless waffling about the meaning of principles. 1 next invite the reader to 

note what the Oxford English Dictionary has to Say about the word's various uses. 1 juxtapose the 

dictionary entry and a statement from Caring, demonstrating. 1 hop, that Noddings is indeed 

relying on something that users of the English lanpage refer to as principles. But it is not only 
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general speakers of Engiish who should concem us. To demonstrate how a person familiar with 

arguments in the field of education uses the word, 1 offer a sample of how the word is used by 

Martin Hoffman as he comments on the %are vs. justice" debate. 

At this point 1 examine Noddings' example of care theory's approach to the issue of 

capital punishment by viewing it through the lens of Paul Thagard's mode1 of wide reflective 

equilibrium (WRE). 1 conclude that without owning its fint principle. the ethic of care cannot 

fully clairn to be coherent. 

Hopefully by this point. the reader is suspicious of Noddings* apparent repudiation of 

principles. While planting doubts in the readers mind about principles. I also want to Save 

Noddings* focus on the caring relation and its general spirit of compassion for othen. To this 

end, 1 continue lwking at Martin Hoffman's latest work on empathy and use it promote the idea 

of a "principle of cm." I contrast Noddings' ideas about caring with Hoffrnan's ideas about 

empathy, finding that Noddings seems to argue, to a large extent, for unconstrained empathy 

while Hoffman prefers constrained empathy. 1 h o p  to show that Noddings' theory needs to be 

shored up or constrained by other principles. This is followed with an exploration of the idea that 

the cognitive nature of principles can reduce the harmful effects of unconstrained empathy and 

counteract bias. The chapter ends with a look at some of the positive social functions of 

principles that care theorists may be interested in considering before they dismiss principles. 

The third and final chapter of the thesis centres on a short biographical account of the 

Iife of Maika, a caring woman who did not have thai caring returned to her. 1 examine what the 

ethic of care has to Say about victims of abuse as well as abusers. Noting Noddings' remarks 

about abusive situations. I fïnd that current care theory inadequately addresses the reality of 

exploitation and abuse. I argue that part of the problem may lie in care theory's premature 
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alliance with the developing field of relational ontology. 

1 then argue that the oneîaring, as described in Caring, is poorly positioned to confront 

evils in the world at large, such as those stemming from social injustice. 1 argue that in Canng 

we find no adequate model of citizenship. We find instead someone incapable of fonning 

opinions of situations which happen outside her own imrnediate circle. The negative 

consequences of abiding faithfully to the "ferninine approach to ethics and moral education" are 

not limited then to the persona1 sphere. 1 argue that the onetaring as described in curent care 

theory canot addnss global problems. Without owning its principle or exploring its limitations, 

care theory has no conceptual lem with which to view larger forces of oppression and 

exploitation. Care theory has no means to address the gendered aspects of Malka's situation (the 

greater likelihood that it is women who suffer domestic abuse), nor can it attend to the political 

aspects of ber life (the fact that Malka and her husband were Holocaust survivon.) 

Finally, 1 look to Jean Keller for help in what 1 see as the rehabilitation of the care ethic. 

Keller advocates raising the status of autonomy, cognition, imagination, integrity and self-respect 

within the ethic. Concumng with Keller, 1 remind the reader of my arguments in Chapter One -- 

that the care ethic should recognize its fundamental reliance on moral principles, owning up to iis 

use of justification, universalization, arnbigui ty and abstraction. It could benefit from a model of 

consciousness that is better infonned by empirical data gleaned from neuroscience so that it does 

not falsely polarize reason and emotion (giving us "tuming points"). 

With this map in hand, let us now tum to the heart of the care ethic - Noddings' three- 

part model of the caring relation. 
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Chanter One 
An Overview of  Noddinm ' Cure Theorv and the Role of 

In this opening chapter we will begin by explaining the peculiar 

but helpful language that Nodàings uses in Caring. This is followed by a 

description of Noddings's tripartite model of care. It requires, as we shall 

see, w hat Noddings calls motivational displacement, engrossment and 

completion in the cared-for. Next we will examine Noddings' notion of 

"tuming points", wherein we ternporarily become rational and objective. 

While not treated at length in Caring, nor developed in any depth in 

Noddings' more recent work, these "tuming points" are of great interest to 

me as in this thesis 1 am keen to understand whai Noddings thinks of the 

role of rationality and, of course, pnnciples. A serious critique of 

Noddings begins at this point as I suggest that "tuming points" represent 

Noddings's use of a dated model of consciousness which falsely polarizes 

reason and emotion. Specifically, 1 will argue that by relying on a model 

of consciousness that envisions reason and emotion as discrete modes of 

attention that we cm "switch" between at will, care theory unnecessarily 

mires itself in difficulty. It would serve care theory better, 1 believe, to 

incorporate the current theories of neuroscience and cognitive science as 

they pertain to the caring relation. 

The remainder of the chapter investigates the specific problems 

Noddings has with pnnciples, including their dependence upon 

justification, universalization, ambiguity, and abstraction and their 



association with masculinity. 1 conclude that the fint four of these 

elements are present and operative in the ethic of care. And while 1 agree 

that creeping and pemicious sexism must be guarded against in ethics as in 

every other field of study, I rernain unconvinced by Noddings's suggestion 

that principles are essentially a masculine delusion. 

Language 

To do the work she needs to do, Noddings uses some initially 

awkward phraseology. Sounding rather like Heidegger in Being in T h e ,  

Noddings calls the one who does the caring the "onecaring" and the one 

who receives the care the "cared-for." Though cumbersome, this language 

does help Noddings avoid needless repetition, makes it clear exactly who 

she is taiking about. and isolates the particular dynamic that concems her 

- the caing relation. 

Throughout Caring Noddings consistently refen to the onetaring 

as "she" and the cared-for as "he." 1 change rnatters in this thesis. In many 

cases, I will refer to the onetaring as "he." My point is to challenge 

stereotype that caring is primarily a female act and that being cared for is 

primarily a male experience. 

Motivational Displacement 

The phenomenon of caring, for Noddings, involves three essentiai 

parts. The onecaring must experience what Noddings calls motivational 

displacement and engrossment. while the cared-for must recognize this 

caring (Noddings, 1984, p. 69). Motivational displacement requires some 



matwity, for to achieve it one must be capable of understanding what the 

cared-for wants for himself or henelf (Noddings, 1984. p.70). "When 1 

care," says Noddings, "there is more than feeling; there is dso a 

motivationai shift. My motive energy flows toward the other and perhaps, 

although not necessarily, toward his ends" (Noddings, 1984. p.33). She 

describes motivational dispiacement as "king seized" or "allowing 

ourselves to be seized as we relinquish control" (Noddings. 1984, p. 170). 

But motivational displacement is not to be confused with romantic love or 

infatuation. It means that "the onesaring receives the other, for the 

interval of caring, completely and non-selectively" (Noddings, 1984, 

p.176). At the same time, the oneîaring "does not abandon her own 

ethical ideai in doing this, but starts from a position of respect or regard 

for the projects of the other" (Noddings, 1984, p. 176). The one caring 

"feels with the other and acts on his behdf' (Noddings, 1996, p.237). 

In a paper explonng the inclusion of care theory in the American 

justice system, Indiana University I.D. Candidate Trent J. Thomley 

interprets "motivationai displacement" as "disposition." "Disposition" is 

understood not just in its ordinary sense of temperament or inclination but 

as the state of feeling the needs of the cared-for as if they are one's own. 

This feeling, in turn, motivates the onetaring to "act on behalf of those 

needs" (Thomley, 19%, p. 1 1). 

Engrossrnent 

Caring involves engrossrnent in the other and desire for her or his 



well king. The one-caring is "sufficiently engrossed in the cared-for to 

take pleasure or pain in what the cared-for recounts" (Noddings, 1984, 

p. 19). To paraphrase, Noddings appears to move be yond active listening 

and mere attention. The listener is "reactive, responsive and receptive" 

(Noddings, 1984, p. 19). Noddings describes engrossment as a mode of 

consciousness, but not necessarily an emotional feeling. In such a mode, 

"we receive what-is-there as nearly as possible without evaluation or 

assessment. We are in the world of relation. having stepped out of the 

instrumental worid; we have either not established goals or we have 

suspended striving for those aiready established" (Noddings. 1984, p.33- 

34). Neither the engrossment of the one-caring nor the perception of 

attitude by the cared-for is raiional; that is, neither is reasoned (Noddings, 

1984, p.61). Being engrossed is a necessary condition for ihe oneîaring 

to be in a relation of caring. The engrossment of carhg is not necessarily 

typical of that of the lover, it is not a fom of agapisrn20r obligatory love 

(Noddings. 1984, p.74). The oneçaring's response is characterized by 

"nonselective attention and total presence to him, the other, for the 

duration of the caring interval" (Noddings, 1984, p.237) 

Trent Thomley renarnes engrossment "identification." 

Identification, writes Thomley, "involves more than contemplation by the 

care-giver; identification is the process by which the very identities of the 

one-caring and the cared-for are blendeci" (Thomley, 1996, p. 1 1). As it is 

In a more rtccnt article Noddings mites that the cthic of c m  "yises out of ancient notions of agapism 
and contcmpotary fcminism" (Noddings, 1996, p.233) 



the ptivilege of any theorist to continue to develop her theory, Nddings 

herself has renamed engrossment "receptivity". In 1999 Noddings wntes, 

"In the theory 1 am defending, care as a moral orientation requires 

receptivity, motivational displacement, and completion in the cared-for." 

(Noddings, 1999, p. 16) 

Ann Diller notes how different theorists have understood what she 

calls "the basic engrossment methodolog y". Wri tes Diller, 

While Noddings favows the tetm bbengrossment" and taiks about "receptivity", Sara 
Ruddick calls it "attentive love". Mariiyn Frye uses the image of the "loving eye" and 
contras& it to the "arrogant eye". Lisa Delpit describes a "special kind of listening" that 
entails "rcally listening". And Sara Hoagland sirnply advocates "attending." (Diller, 1992, 
p.3) 

The comrnon thread here, according to Diller is that dl the authors agree 

that when we attend to each other in this special way, we must temporarily 
suspend our own projects, set aside our own agendas, and bracket our a priori 
expectations; we do this in order to apprehend another's reality on their own 
tem.  (Diller, 1992, p.3) 

Motivational displacement and engrossment consistently appear 

together in Caring. The difference between the two concepts is not made 

clear. My best guess regarding the difference between the two - and 1 

admit to some speculation - is that engrossment is more a state of being or 

rather, king-with, while motivational displacement implies a readiness to 

act on behalf of the other. Thus engrossment might be undentood as the 

passive aspect of caring while motivational displacement forms the active 

part. Trent Thomley does differentiate between the two concepts. He sees 

engrossmentlidentification as a necessary but insufficient part of care. 

Without the disposition to take responsibility, full caring has not occurred 

(Thomley, 19%. p.11) Since Noddings does not clearly distinguish 



between these two cmcepts, we cm, perhaps, assume that their 

differences are not key to her theory. What seems most important. 

however, is that together, with the added element of acknowledgement 

from the cared-for, they form what Noddings holds as legitimate caring. 

Completion in the Cared-For 

For Noddings. motivational displacement and engrossrnent alone 

do not add up to a caring relation. The person who is cared for responds, 

and this responsit wess completes the cwing (Noddings. 1984, p. 18 1). 

The response need not take the fonn of gratitude or direct 

acknowledgement. Instead. the one-caring may "see rhat the cared-for i s  

happiiy immersed in his own projects and then know that the cared-for has 

received the caring" (Noddings. 1984, p. 18 1). The cared-for, writes 

Noddings, "is free to be more fully himself in the caring relation. Indeed, 

this king himself, this willing and unselfconscious revealing of seif, is his 

major contribution to the relation" (Noddings, 1984, p.73). 

Tuming Points 

Wiih her three-pronged mode1 of the caring relation, Noddings 

claims to rework the ethical enterprise as it stands and offer a new 

foundation for morality. Rather than relying on absolute principles to 

guide behaviour, Noddings believes that we should (and that many of us 

do) hold an ideal of ourselves as caring persons. Al1 actions can be 

evaluated on the degree to which they numire or diminish the ethical 

ideals of ourselves and others as onescaring. Rather than trying to justify 



our actions by appealing to abstract principles, we should stay focussed on 

maintaining Noddings' trinity of the caring relation. While rationality is 

not viewed as the bedrock of ethical living, it can still be safely used in the 

service of the caring relation if used in small amounts at the appropriate 

tirnes - what Noddings calls "turning pointsW(Noddings, 1984, p.26). If 

rational-objective thinking is to be put in the service of caring, writes 

Noddings, "we must at the right moments tum it away from the abstract 

toward which it tends and back to the concrete" (Noddings, 1984, p.26). 

While still allowing that ones-caring may think rationally when 

trying to solve problems with the cared-for, their ethical ideals are not 

served if they "tum away from the cared-for prematurely to the rational- 

objective mode. The rationalsbjective mode must continually be 

refreshed and redirected from the fresh base of cornmitment that the caring 

relation provides" (Noddings, 1984, p.26). For Noddings, it is not 

adherence to a principle w hich determines the legitimacy of an action. 

Nor is it the outcorne. What matten for Noddings is the "degree to which 

the action ivas rwted in caring" understood as the triangle of care 

(Noddings, 1984, p.53). 

A Critique of Noddings ' view of the Role of Pnnciples in Core 
Theory 

What Mode1 of Consciousness Underlies Noddings' "Turning Points"? 

One of the most interesting elements of care theory is the 

phenornenon of "nuning points". How those who snidy care theory 



understand tuming points cm vary greatly. 1s Noddings saying something 

rather uncontroversial here? 1s she pointing sensibly to the fact that when a 

cared-for is in need, we sometimes listen with great empathy while at 

other times (and often later in the same conversation) we concentrate on 

trying to help them solve their dilemma? if allowed a little leeway for 

generalization here, one often hem women complain that their male 

partnen move tw quickly to a problem-solving orientation while they 

would prefer to have their feelings heard. And men sometimes w o q  that 

they are not king helpful if they are "merely listening" rather than 

attempting to fix the problem. it is difficult to know for certain if 

Noddings is making a case for deeper listening here or if she is accepting 

some kind of meaningful delineation between thinking and feeling or 

reason and emotion. Because she aims to dismiss principles (which she 

associates. sensibly enough with rationality), 1 have found it worthwhile to 

approach tuming points as if they do represent the model of consciousness 

that underlies care theory. She writes that at times we must suspend 

rational objective thinking "in favor of subjective thinking and reflection. 

allowing time and space for seeing and feeling" (Noddings, 1984, p.26 

italics in original). Unfortunately, only one paragraph of Caring is devoted 

to explaining the concept of tuming points. As a result, we are left to infer 

the model of consciousness which informs Noddings' theory. 

At this point. 1 should note that Noddings offers a modest. 

insightful and reasonable waming here. As parents. educators, and ones- 



caring, we should guard against becoming "deeply, perhaps inextricably, 

enmeshed in procedures that somehow serve only themselves; our 

thoughts are separated, completely detached, from the original objects of 

caring" (Noddings, 1984, p.26). 1 have no quarrel with this sensible 

reminder to stay focussed on the very real consequences of policies on the 

actual physical, emotional, socid and financial well-king of those 

affected by those policies. Sirnilarly, if Noddings is recommending that we 

leam to listen more deeply to our cared-for's, she will not find any 

resistance from me. What is less convincing, however, is the idea that we 

can engage in some kind of "switching" of "modes" (Noddings, 1984, 

p.26). It is not difficult to understand why Noddings would want to favour 

feeling over reasoning once this split has been made. Frorn Plato, who 

held that feelings are the lesser states of the body and that thoughts are 

exdted states of the mind or soul, to Kant, who held that emotions are a 

more primitive means of dealing with the world than rationality, emotions 

have been considered something of an embarrassment. Mapped on to 

femininity and held in contempt for centuries. the much maligned 

phenomenon of emotion is now gaining respect. 1 suspect that the new 

found respect may, in part, be due to the realization that emotion does not 

operate in a realm completely separated from reason. 

Writing on the new synthesis of reason and emotion, Matthew 

Schertz. for example, explains Matthew Lipman's constmct of moraiity in 

which cognition and emotion (which he maps onto justice and care) work 



together. Scheriz describes Lipman's claim that making cognition and 

emotion mutually exclusive - as Noddings appean to be doing with her 

"tuming points**- is 

endlessly confusing, dualistic and -tic. In fact, Lipman argues that caring is 
a form of thinking (and vice versa). In Caring and ilinking (Lipmn, 1995), Lipman 
invoduces the fugal theory, where emotions and reasoning are not separate entities 
but elements of a complex moral faculty, like a fugue, or a web connecting us to 
the world. (Schcrtz, 2000, p.38) 

Barbara Thayer-Bacon 1s currently refining her concept of "caring 

reasoning." Picking up on Dewey's claim that al1 inquiry starts with a felt 

need and dl interest is an expression of felt desires. Thayer-Bacon seeks 

to disrupt the reason/emotion dichotomy. Such a view of reason is 

irnpovenshed. writes Thayer-Bacon, "for reason and emotions are really 

very closely intertwined" (Thayer-Bacon, 2000, p.30). Developing a 

concept that involves "fair, generous, and sympathetic undentanding," 

Thayer-Bacon writes that "caring reasoning is what we use to recognize 

and select what interests us about our qualitative experiences" (Thayer- 

Bacon, 2000, p.30). 

As early as 1890, William James was wn ting of the influence that 

knowledge has on perception. The following quotation describes the 

elernent of choice in our acts of attention. Choice implies judgement. 

Wri tes James, 

Millions of items of the outward order are present to my senses which never properly 
enter into my experience. Why? Because they have no intemt for me. My experience is 
what 1 agree to attend CO. Only those items which 1 notice shapc my minâ - without 
sekctive interests, experience is an utter chaos. Interest alone gives accent and emphasis, 
light and shade, background and forepund - intelligible perspective, in a word (Quoted 
in Sekuicr, 1994, p.38 1 .) 

While its influence is rarely recognized, knowledge is believed to 



influence perception in four (interdependent) modes. Knowledge "enables 

categorization, steers attention, guides acquisition of sensory data, and 

supplies context for that &ta" (Sekuler, 1994, pp. 454,455) This is 

important to remember when we examine Noddings' tuming points 

because she implies that when we "tum back to the concrete," that 

cognition has ceased or is lessened as we "attend" to the concrete, 

3particular other. Recall that she warns that "one of the greatest dangers to 

caring may be premature switching to a rational-objective mode" 

(Noddings, 1984. p.26, italics added). Barnes and Thagard report that 

there has k e n  an explosion of empincal research indicating that rather 

than king natural advenaries, "rational and emotional processes function 

together and that emotions and inferences are both necessary when we 

empathize with, and c m  for, other people" (Barnes and Thagard, 1996, 

p.2). 

It is currently unfashionable in my home institution and in 

acadernic circles generally to mention brain function when discussing 

emotions or reason. As Edward O. Wilson writes in Consilience, those 

who are "cunous about implications for human welfare found in the 

relation between science and the humanities" will at minimum be charged 

with "conflation, simplism, ontological reductionism and scientism" 

(Wilson, 1999, p. 11.13). They may additiondl y be suspected of k ing  

racist, sexist, stuck in rnisguided Enlightenment thinking and otherwise 

demonstrating hubris. In other cases, those who want to look at the mind 



in the context of the body are not maligned as ill-intentioned, but merely 

believed to be "on the wrong track. Mark Johnson explains that the 

"imlevance of cognitive science" argument takes the following form: 

The cognitive sciences deal with empirical facts. seeking to describe and explain natural 
phenornena of the mind. such as why people think and behave as they do. It is then 
asserted that such facts about human thinking and behaviour cannot give rise to 
normative claims about how people ought to behave. Therefore, it is claimed chat 
cognitive science bas Iittlc bearing on ethics. (Johnson. 1988, p. 692) 

But with Wilson, 1 believe that fluency across the boundaries of 

disciplines will provide a clearer view of the world -- which inciudes the 

relationship between caring and moral principles -- as it really is rather 

than as it is seen through the lens of ideologies and religious dogmas 

(Wilson, 1999, p. 14). And with the neuroscientist Jean-Pierre Changeux, 1 

want to prevent knowledge - in the present case, knowledge in the 

domains of moral philosophy and cognitive science -- from king 

partitioned into incongruent and irreducible spheres, sealed off frorn each 

other without any possibility of communication (Changeux. 2000, p.242). 

And findly, as John Dewey argues, ethics is 

ineradicably empirical, not theological, nor metaphysical, nor mathematical. Since it 
directly concerns humm nature, everything that can be known of the human mind and 
body in physiology, medicine, anthropology and psychology is pertinent to mord inquiry. 
(Quoted in Johnson, 1998, p.693) 

So I will be in good Company as 1 risk king disrnissed on the 

grounds mentioned above by those who believe the y know better and 

report that ment neuroscienti fic research points direct1 y to the interplay 

between the reason and emotion. The focus of the discoveries lies in the 

relationship between the amygdala and the neocortex. The amygdala is 

the home of "emotional memory, passions, affection, abiliiy to compte 



and cooperate, and tears of sorrow", and the le& prefrontal lobe of the 

neocortex is the home of "abstract, rational, analytic, and judicial thought" 

(Gazzard, 2000, p.40.41). It is thought that This interplay is at the heart of 

what is popularly known as emotional intelligence" (Gazzard, 2000, p. 

4 1). There is some suggestion then that with the exception of a hijack by 

the arnygdala (when one has an emotional outburst without knowing what 

came over himself) meaning and response are produced by al1 parts of the 

brain in concert. Thus, with the exception of some States and after some 

injuries, we cm never actually "switch" between caring and "rational- 

objective" modes as Noddings wams us not to do (Noddings, 1984, p.26). 

According to Noddings' mode1 of consciousness we possess (or are?) a 

kind of overseer or mental executive that says. "Okay, now 1 am going to 

engage in rational thought" or "Now 1 am going to suspend reflection and 

attend empathically to the cared-for." But consciousness is not directed by 

an execuiive ego. There are instead, according to Wilson. "multiple 

streams of activity. some of which coninbute momentarily to conscious 

thought and then phase out" (Wilson, 1999, p.120). Emotion, rather than 

king opposed to thought, is "undeatood to be the modification of neural 

activity that animates and focuses mental activity" (Wilson, 1999, p.123). 

While emotion is coming to be viewed as more cognitive than 

previously believed, rationality itself is king re-exarnined. The 

dethroning of reason as a construct which pretends objectivity but hides 

cultural iâeals of masculinity has occupied a large part of feminist theory 



(Lloyd, 1993, 1994). In cesearch outside feminism as we!l, the assumption 

that human lninking tends to accord with the noms of logic and decision 

theory is under attack. The rational mind "cannot free itself to engage in 

pure reason; it is stimulated and guided by emotion" (Wilson, 1999, 

p. 123). Antonio Damasio's research on brain damage reveals that reason 

cannot do its job independently of complex emotional processes that are 

connected to and monitor global states of the body. Damsio's work shows 

that moral deliberation is neither purely rational nor purely a matter of 

feeling or emotion alone. Reason can act only in concert with our 

emotions (Johnson, 1998, p.697). With apologies to those who 

rornanticize rationality and those who vilify it. there is no such thing as 

pure thought. 

While we may intuitively feel otherwise, there is at this time no 

neurological bais for the belief that we can consciously orchestrate 

"tuming points" as Noddings suggests (Noddings, 1984. p.26). Taking 

recent research in neuroscience, the current direction of moral theory, and 

Our intuitive sense that feelings and emotions are distinctly different into 

account, 1 am inclined to demur from the radical daim that there is no 

distinction between reason and emotion or from concluding that emotion 

and cognition have been neatly reconciled, or that emotion is equivalent to 

love and compassion. instead, 1 would hold to the softer claim that 

emotion and cognition constrain each other to a p a t e r  degree than 

previously imagined and that Noddings' " W n g  points" are therefore on 



shaky empirical ground. 

But whether or not one has tolerance for looking at the mind in the 

context of the body that an awareness of neuroscience offers. the point 

remains that Noddings' theory rests upon an ancient but questionable split 

between emotion and reason. and as a result unfairly characterizes and 

demonizes pnncipled judgement and valorizes unreflective caring. 1 have 

pressed this point at some length because the ubiquitous and dubious 

distinction between reason and emotion, and the political baggage which 

accompanies it, continues to loom large in ferninist theory in general. In 

Caring, the refusai to respect the role of moral principles in the life of the 

one-caring seems to me to be tied up with this mythological "rational- 

objective mode" and "seeing and feeling" mode split (Noddings, 1984, 

p.26) 

In the preceding section, 1 tried to show that Caring's repugnance 

for principles rnay be informed by a faulty conception of consciousness. 

Since Noddings does not detail her understanding of the mind and wntes 

of her "tuming points" only bnefly, we were left to infer her mode1 of 

consciousness from very few words. We encounter a similar problem now 

with Noddings' understanding of pnnciples. It falls to us to infer, as besi 

we cm,  the particular conception of principles she is critiquing. In 

Caring, Noddings critiques pnnciples on the grounds that they are 

dependent on justification, universalizable, ambiguous, and are related to 

abstract rather than concrete thinking. The present section explores these 



critiques and asks whether Noddings is convincing in claiming that 1) 

these elements are fairly charactenzed as problematic and 2) that they do 

not figure into her own 'principle-free* or at minimum 'principle-reduced* 

theory of care. Following this, we touch briefly on Noddings' implicit 

suggestion that pnnciples are masculine. 

The Role of Justification 

Noddings' most remarkable claim in Caring is that she has done 

away with justification as a relevant practice in ethics as a field of study 

and as a factor in Our personal moral lives (Noddings, 1984, p.57). Careful 

exploration and articulation of why we believe one act to be good and 

another to be bad is generally agreed to constitute the foundation of ethics. 

The established philosophical approach - and it is no easy matter - is to 

propose pnnciples which constitute a moral code and then justify that 

moral code. Responding to the claim that actions contrary to an 

established ethical principle need to be justified, Noddings believes if she 

attempts to justify every âisobedience or rejection of principle, she "tacitly 

acknowledges that pnnciples are paramount to ethical li fe." Noddings 

prefers to "brush off the w hole debate as fwlishness and remain fai thful to 

the ideal of oneîaring" (Noddings, 1984. p.57). Women. writes 

Noddings, "give reasons for their acts, but the reasons point to feelings, 

needs, situationai conditions, and their sense of penonal ideal rather than 

univenal principles and their application" (Noddings. 1984, p.96). 

While Noddings claims that concem about justification is 



"foolishness," she is also careful to note that onesîaring do give reasons 

for their acts. Noddings seems to be claiming that some people explain 

themselves by pointing to feelings and needs while others talk about 

universal principles. This is a nasonable observation, as there is some 

evidence that girls and boys justify their actions differently (Gilligan, 

1982). But king able to articulate why one did x rather than not-x remains 

important and does have a central place in Noddings' theory. Whether or 

not we are fnistrated by over-concentration on moral reasoning, it hardly 

seems wise to "bnish off the whole debate as foolishness." It might also be 

hyperbolic oventatement since Noddings does offer her own justification 

for actions. Time and time again in Criring we are admonished to act to 

enhance rather than diminish the caring reiation. Noddings clearly offen a 

way to determine whether an act is right or wrong. The test of ultimate 

blarne or blarnelessness, writes Noddings, "under an ethic of caring, lies in 

how the ethicd idea! was diminished" (Noddings, 1984, p. 102). As I will 

argue throughout this thesis, Caring presents an argument for the pnnciple 

of care to be put above dl other principles. 

While claiming that the ethic of care does not emphasize 

justification, Noddings wntes that it is not-caring that we must justify. 

According to Noddings, 

... we must explain why, in the interest of caring for ourselves irs ethicd selves or in the 
intercst of others for whom we care, we may behavc as ones-notcaring toward this 
particular other. In a rtlated problem, we must justib doing what this other would not 
have us do to him as part of our genuinc effort to crue for him. (Noddings, 1984, p.95) 

The one-caring is also obligated to justify many actions such as 



murder, collaborating with evil, retreating from a cared-for, imputing evil 

motives to a cared-for and inflicting pain on creatures (Noddings, 1984, p. 

101. 1 1 1, 1 L5,123,15O). In r more recent article explaining her theory of 

care, Noddings mentions the positive use of principles and justification in 

a dialogue between the one-caring and the cared-for. Wntes Noddings, 

This does not mean that participants in dialog m u t  give up any principles they hold and 
succumb to relativism. If I t ' i i l y  belicve that an act that one of my students has 
committed is wrong, 1 do not enter a dialog with him on whether or not the act is wrong. 
Such a dialog could not be genuine. 1 cm, however, engage hirn in dialog about the 
possible justification for our opposing positions, about the likely consequences of such 
acts to himself and others, about the personai history of my own belief. (Noddings, 1996, 
p.240) 

Unfortunately, Noddings does not explain this shift in attitude 

towards justification. She does not explicitly revisit the topic. Given that 

in some places Noddings dismisses justification and that in other places 

she utilizes justification, the only conclusion 1 cm draw is that there is 

some hesitation to affirm. though not complete repudiation, of 

justification. So, the question becomes: What is the reason for the 

hesitation? 

Noddings implies that justification is masculine. writing that it is 

"of the father" (Noddings, 1984, p.1). 1 do not find this a particularly 

compelling reason to dismiss justification and will therefore not pursue it 

here4. Thayer-Bacon offers a more plausible explanation for the aversion 

to justification. Care theonsu worry that talk of justification will 

inevitably lead to claims about transcendental and absolute tmth. Notice 

in the example above that Noddings would refuse to engage the student in 



a dialogue about the "righmess" or "wrongness** of an act, a seemingly 

odd omission for a philosopher. Perhaps, as Thayer-Bacon suggests, 

Noddings would evade this kind of question to avoid claims to absolute 

tmth. It seems that Thayer-Bacon is right in her claim that care theonsts 

distance themselves from justification. "shnigging it off as foolishness" 

and count on caring to be self-justifying, "that the one-caringlcared-for 

dyad will identify genuine caring" (Thayer-Bacon. 2000, p.29). 

Can we have principles and justification without pretending to 

have absolute truth? Dwight Boyd thinks so. Boyd argues that principles 

do not make claims to absolute tmth. Moral decisions cal1 for "our choice 

of the right course of action, as justified by the best reasons we can think 

of' (Boyd, 1984, p.370). This justification process does not imply an 

unthinking conformity to either to platonic forms of principles or naturally 

occuring discoverable principles. Moral agents are meaning makers, writes 

They do not just passively absorb and reflect some fixed morality that is a priori and 
independent of their efforts; instead the are continudly engaged in the activity of 
constntcting that reaiity through their efforts to 'make sense' of their relations to others. 
(Boyd, 1989, p. 103) 

This "constructedness" does not in Boyd's view (nor in mine) excuse 

moral agents from determining the besc course of action based on the best 

possible reasons. 

Clearly justification is relevant and operational in care theory. 

Even if we accept that we rnight never reach ultimate tnith, we are still 

served by attempting to articulate sound reasons for our actions. Some 

' Noddings' claims about masculinity (apart h m  those conceming justification) will k examineci shody. 



have argued that we have a fundamental drive to understand. to leam, to 

explore, and this involves asking "why" and finding reasons. For as H. 

Douglas Brown describes Ausubel's Drive Theory, "we have innate 

predispositions cornpelling us to probe the unknown, to control our 

environment, to be physically active. to be receptive to mental, emotional, 

or physical stimulation, to yearn for answen to questions and build our 

own self-esteem" (Brown, 2001, p.73-74). 

Noddings' point, in spite of her disdain for justification. seems to 

be that violation of her moral imperative - enhancing the caring relation - 

requires justification. This is even stronger than the conception of 

principles put forth by John Dewey and Jean Grimshaw, among others. in 

Chapter Two of this thesis. in which pnnciples are seen as senous matters 

to consider and contemplate before action. Noddings is not saying to 

consider whether one's actions enhance the caring relation or diminish it. 

Her theory clearly holds to the dictum, "Always act to maintain not 

diminish the caring relation," as a principle that must nor be ovemden. If 

it is violateed, the one who violates is obligated to justify this violation. 

Let it be understood that the critique in this chapter is not about 

whether Noddings' dictum is a good one. That is a matter for Chapter 

Three. The point here is only to show that in requiring justification when 

violated, Noddings' dictum is positioned very much like a principle, or 

more accurately, as a rule. One can sympathize with Noddings' desire to 

get away from the banal and meaningless discussions which can ensue 



when morality is reduced to theories of excuses and justifications for 

dastardly behaviour. And 1 certainly want to steer clear of an ethic of 

merely mechanical calculation. 1 do not concur. for exarnple, with the 

following lines of thought described by Lawrence Blum as Kantian. 

According to Blum. in the Kantian approach. "feelings and emotions are 

distinct from reason and rationality. They do not yield knowledge and can 

in fact. divert us from morally directed thinking and judgement" (Blum, 

1980, p.2). 

Before we leave the subject of justification, it is necessary to attend 

to questions about how Noddings understands motivation, justification. 

and moral principles to be related. Noddings writes that "when the ethical 

theonst asks, 'Why should 1 behave thus-and-so?', his question is likely to 

be aimed at justification rather than motivation and at a logic that resides 

outside the person" (Noddings, 1984, p.94). She furthemore writes that, 

"in truth. the moral viewpoint is prior to my notion of justification" 

(Noddings, 1984, p.94). As a wnter, 1 am loathe to enter discussion about 

human motivation. As a lay penon rather than a psychologist, 1 can 

merely wnte that 1 find human motivation to be enomously complex. 1 

envision motivation to be the result of various biochemical professes, in 

conjunction with cultural, social, histoncd and economic factors. I will 

not pretend to have any expertise in this area. 1 merely note that human 

beings are often unaware of their motivations, have contradictory 

motivations and sometimes deceive thernselves and others about their 



motivations. In spite of these reservations. 1 find myself drawn into the 

fray since Noddings points to motivation as the better alternative to 

justification (Noddings, 1984, p.94). 

It seems to me thrt when we consider right and wrong, our reasons 

and motivations are intertwined. When confronted by Noddings' ethical 

theorist asking why we should behave thus and so, we might answer that 

we believe it is right to do such and such and that we want to do right. We 

could be further pressed to give reasons for why we believe such and such 

is right and why we want to do right. It is not clea. to me that "the moral 

viewpoint is pnor to any notion of justification" (Noddings, 1984, p.95). 

Again 1 note that I am not a psychologist with a specialization in morai 

development. Yet, to me, it seems that our moral bearings, our sense of 

ourselves as agents, arises from the continuous struggle and interplay 

between our ever-changing "moral viewpoint" and notions of justification. 

1 heartily disagree with Noddings' clairn that the ethical theorist's question 

aims at "a logic outside the penon" (Noddings, 1984, p.95). The moral 

life, in my view, unquestionably involves continuous and rigorous inner 

dialogue and self-interrogation. Justifications are questioned; motivations 

are questioned. 

One final note about motivation. Noddings daims that the source 

of motivation, what mates the image we hold of our ideal selves, arises in 

congruence "with one's best remembrance of caring and king cared-foi' 

(Noddings, 1984, p.94). For the last time, I will rernind the reader that 1 



speak with no expertise on motivation, or eari y childhood moral 

development. My reaction here is that not ail people were cared for as 

infants. Among those whose good fortune it was to receive adequate food. 

shelter, clothing and medical care, many still failed to receive the "tender 

moments" Noddings describes (Noddings, 1984, p. 104). 1 am not denying 

(in this thesis) the much held belief that those w ho receive love in their 

youth tend to be loving and those who rneet with cruelty tend to become 

cruel. My point is to cast doubt on Noddings' project of disrnissing "the 

search for justification" that "often carries us farther and fariher from the 

hem of morality" (Noddings. 1984, p. 104- 105). Noddings would replace 

the search for justification with an adherence to the ethicûl ideal we have 

developed from Our memory of king chenshed and ûdored as children. 

But given that many children do not experience such nurturing, it seems 

premature to conclude, on the grounds given here, that we no longer need 

to reson to justification. 

Uni versalization 

For Noddings. principles fail as guides to moral action partly 

because of their daim to universdizability. Noddings proposes that human 

predicaments are lacking in what Nietzsche calls "sameness." The search 

for sameness, Noddings believes, inevitably leads to abstraction and the 

loss of concrete qualities that make a moral question meaningful. 'That 

condition which makes the situation different and thereby induces genuine 

moral puzzlement," according to Noddings, "cannot be satisfied by the 



application of principles developed in situations of sarneness"(Noddings, 

1984, p.85). It may indeed be morally right, says Noddings, "for A to do 

X and B to do not-X (Noddings, 1984, p.85). Universalizability. writes 

Noddings, "suggests that who we are, to whom we belong, and to whom 

we are related. and how we are situated should have nothing to do with 

our moral decision making" (Noddings. 1984, p.21). Kenneth Strike 

describes an account of the controversy around universalizability as 

follows 

Justice insists on general rules. It has a concept of self that reduces everyone to a thin 
moral siuneness and that de~grates the importance of particularities and relationships. 
Caring, in contrast, is context-sensitive, has a situated self, ruid is fundamentally 
concemed for retationships. (Strike.1999, p. 22) 

In spite of her rejection of universalizability, Noddings does retain 

something that resembles it and seems to move away from the 

contextualized nature of her theory. "1 have rejected universalizability," 

wntes Noddings. "but generalizing, asking 'What would happen if 

everyone did this?' is sometimes useful, because we may uncover a 

paradox" (Noddings, 1984. p. 153). So we should think about sameness a 

little but not too much. Perhaps this is an example of the careful use of 

rationality, of what Noddings has called a "turning point" or perhaps it is 

evidence that the caring ethic is more dependent on reasoning than 

Noddings at present admits. 

On the contrary, the caring elhic itself, as presented in Curing is 

universal (Noddings. 1984, p.92). It posits that we ail have a fundamental 

longing for relatedness and an accompanying desire to live up to our own 



ethical ideals. As Donald Vandenberg writes, "Noddings States a Kantian 

a priori synthetic proposition when she claims that 'the caring attitude that 

lies nt the hem of ethical behaviour is universal"' (Noddings, 1984. p.92) 

Noddings believes "it is appropriate to any ethical conduct anywhere. at 

any time, of either gender. regardlesss of the specific circumstances of a 

particular situation" (Vandenberg, 1996, p. 265). It is always nght to 

enhance and nurture the caring relation and always wmng to âiminish it. 

So for Noddings it is not morally right for A do to X and B to do not-X 

when X is maintain the caring relation. 

Ambiguity 

In addition to the criticisms that principles are associated with 

justification and universalizability. Noddings womes that people can 

justify very different actions by pointing io the sarne principle. In this 

section, we examine whether this arnounts to an argument that principles 

suffer from the sarne problem that plagues statistics. We know that 

statistics can be molded and shaped to reflect almost any viewpoint. Are 

principles as dubious? And should they therefore abandoned in our search 

for a more caring world? 

Nodâings sees principles as inherently "ambiguous and unstable" 

(Noddings, 1984. p.5). Wherever there is a principle she says, "there is its 

implied exception" (Noddings, 1984, p.5). Here, Noddings seems to be 

pointing out that principles can be interpreted in more than one way. and 

that the same principle may be used to justify different actions. One might 



question why this ambiguity is necessarily such a bad thing. That human 

situations are infinite in their variations and permutations seems to be part 

of Noddings' main point. There is ambiguity within in her own ethic. for 

the knowing that "we must*' seek to rnaintain the the-part caring relation 

that is expressed in one's ethical ideal does not yield specific actions. This 

ambiguity in her own theory of care is presented in a more positive light. 

as having a flexibility suited to actud human beings in relationships. Still, 

Noddings is compelled to defend her theory against the charge of 

ambivalence in a more recent work. After noting that one may use a 

justice orientation to defend contradictory actions. Noddings wntes: 

Can a similar ambivalence' Unse in the care orientation? It ceminly can if we use the 
words "catc" or "caring" in everyday ways. People do al1 sorts of things in the name of 
caring. However. if we use cYing as it is defind in curent care theory. contradictory 
decisions - although still possible - are Iess likely to be made. (Noddings, 1999, p. 13) 

So Noddings believes that if we always act to enhance and not 

diminish the caring relation via engrossment, motivational displacement 

and cornpletion in the cared-for, the chance of error (contradictory 

decisions) is reduced. But is Noddings' dictum - what 1 am uguing is a 

principle - actually less likely to yield b'contradictory decisions?" An 

exmple of the care ethic as described in Curing fails to convince me. "1 

must", wntes Noddings, "oppose capital punishment" (Noddings, 1984. 

p. 101). Noddings does not include the caveat that this is her own personal 

Cumnt English defines "ambiguity" as the quaiity of having more than one meaning. "Ambivalence'. on 
the othcr hand, is dcfined as the state of having conflicting feelings about somcthing. "Conîradictory" is an 
adjective that means aflbming the contrary or dcnying the truth of a statemcnt. It seerns to me that 
Noddings is merging thcsc tcrrns. Noddingsfs use of contadictory is particularly surprising since, as we saw 
in the discussion of justification. Noddings wants to avoid such classical philosophical concepts as  "right". 
"wrong" or "tnith". 



conviction and indeed writes Iater, "this is the ideal one-caring creates" 

(Noddings. 1984, p.101). Given that she does not allow that other ones- 

caring may have different views. we may safely assume that this is the 

position of oneîaring. Writes Noddings: 

If 1 am not blinded by fear, or rage, or hatred, 1 should reach out as one-caring to 
the proximte stranger who entreats rny help. This is the ideai one-caring creates. 1 should 
be able to rcspond to the condemned man's entreaty, "Help me." We must ask then. after 
the effects of capital punishment on juror's, on judges, on jailers, on wardens, on 
newspersons "covering" the execution, on ministers visiting the condemned, on citizens 
affrrming the sentence, on doctors certifying first that the condemned is wetl enough to 
be executed and second that hc is dead. What effects have capital punishment on the 
ethical ideals of the participants? (Noddings, 1984. p. LOI) 

It not cleat that consulting these people Noddings mentions would 

inevitably lead one to be opposed to capital punishment. These particular 

individuals rnight feel very strongly that the execution must take place. 

Furthemore. could I not. as one-caring. corne to endorse the execution by 

discovering what the effects would be upon the victims' families, the 

survivors of the condemned person's crimes or the effects on future 

victims should the prisoner escape or be paroled? Nodcüngs has 

complained that principles are so ambiguous that they are of "little use if a 

serious question actually arises" (Noddings, 1984, p.56). But how is 

Noddings' dictum - aiways act to enhance not diminish the caring relation 

- any more helpful here? What 1 will propose in Chapter Two is that the 

dictum, what I will cal1 the principle of care. does the modest work of any 

other principle. It reminds us of something. a value. a statement. that 

holds great meaning for us. Like ail other principles (as opposed to rules). 

it will not tell us exactly what to do. It only sets us thinking dong certain 

lines - in this case, we would consider the moral lives of those 



irnmediately afTected by the execution - a reasonable suggestion. But does 

the ethic of care do away with ambiguity or contradictory decisions? Not 

at dl. 

Thus is seems odd that Noddings derides pnnciples on the grounds 

that they are ambiguous. 1 speculate that it is not the arnbiguity that 

bothers Noddings - since she claims to reject the idea of fixed and 

unchanging moral laws - but the hype and "promise" that seem to 

accompany the idea of pnnciples. She takes issue, understandably, with 

the idea of uncontestable, discoverable moral laws. A great many people, 

including cognitive scientists - as we saw in the discussion of "tuming 

points" - no longer believe that moraiity is purely a conceptual science 

based on formal logic. As cognitive scientist Mark Johnson writes, there is 

no absolute or frame-neutral stance from which to define moral terms and 

concepts. Instead, we find that social, historical, religious, philosophical, 

and political factors frame our concepts and reasoning. This makes it 

"impossible to assume that our mord concepts are literal, internally 

homogenous. and uncontested in any fundamental sense" (Johnson, 1998, 

p. 695). 

Noddings is not alone, then. as she unmasks the emperor to find he 

has no clothes. If Noddings is suggesting that pnnciples are human 

inventions, used in a myriad of potentially conflicting ways, by people 

with varying motivations, she will find no argument against that daim in 

this thesis. Whether Noddings offea an alternative to a principles-based 



morality and creates a moral foundation that does not put forth its own 

non-negotiable tenets remains to be seen. 

In a move seemingly in contradiction with her theory, Noddings 

invokes the usefulness of principles. The one-caring can daim to be 

dependable because she has "pnnciples to guide behaviour, and she sees 

that their function is largely to simplify situations, to prevent hundreds of 

sirnilar questions from arising. She sees, also, that they may be of little 

use if a serious question actuall y arises." (Noddings, 1984, p.56). "Thus, 

while the one-caring may lead a life described by othen as 'highly 

principled,' she is herself peculiarly wary of pnnciples. She will not 

easily be distracted from the dynamic and complex events of concrete life 

by promises of abstract sirnplicity and permanence" (Noddings, 1984, 

p.56). The negative thing here does not seem to be the simplicity, since 

Noddings herself writes that principles simplify situations, a useful 

function. She is concemed instead, 1 think, about the potential distraction 

of attention away from the very real human beings involved in the caring 

relation. And again she mentions the promise, the hype, the spin on what 

principles are supposed to deliver. But, as we shall ask in depth in 

Chapter Two: Do principles actually promise abstract simplicity and 

permanence or do very different work instead? 

Two questions regarding Nddings' rejection of principles remain 

befofe we move on to that discussion. The first one involves the charge 

that principled judgement is an abstract pmcess as opposed to a concrete 



process. The second deals with the idea that principles are essentially 

mascuiine. 

Abstraction vs. Concretization 

Like many feminist theorists, Noddings perceives a clear 

distinction between treating moral issues through abstraction or through 

concretization. Women. in particular, says Noddings, "seem to approach 

moral problems by placing themselves as nearly as possible in concrete 

situations and assurning personal responsibility for the choices to be made. 

The process of moral decision-making that is founded on caring requires a 

process of concretization rather than one of abstraction" (Noddings, 1984. 

p. 8). Concretization, for Noddings. is the inverse of abstraction. Instead of 

proceeding deductively from principles superimposed on situations, 

women seek to "fiIl out" hypothetical situations in a defensible move 

toward concretization (Noddings, 1984. p. 36). A picture of Noddings' 

conception of the concrete and the abstract arises from the following 

quotations: 

Women, as ones-caring, are not so much concemed with the rearrangcment of priorities 
among principles; they are concerned, rather, with maintaining and enhancing caring. 
They do not abstract away from the concrete situation hose efements that allow a 
formulation of dcductivc argument; rather, they remain in the situation as sensitive, 
receptive, and rcsponsible agents. (Noddings, 1984, p. 42) 

The one caring decidcs ... not by formula nor by a process of strict 'rationai decision 
making.' She tum away from the abstract formulation of the problem and looks again at 
the person for whom shc carts. (Noddings, 1984, p.53) 

The one caring is wary of mies and principlcs. She formulates and holds hem looseiy, 
tcntatively, as cconornics of a sort, but shc insists upon holding cIosely to the 
c o m t e  .... Clearly, there is a danger in this concretization, dso, and the one-carhg is 
unwilling to formulate principles on the basis of her concrete expcritnce. (Noddings, 
1984, p.55) 

Abstraction, for Noddings, seems to be a process that is antithetical 



to caring. To use a principle, in her theory, is to tum away from the 

problem at hand. It is to miss cntical details by looking for general 

patterns. An etliic of care demands that one remains focussed solely on 

the particularities of the given situation, and fully attend to the penon for 

whorn one cares. 

Responding to the journal Hyputia's 1990 symposium on Caring, 

Claudia Card suspects that the idea of abstraction 1s not what Noddings 

fin& objectionable about acting on principle (Card, 1990, p. 105). Like 

Jean Gnmshaw, whose cornments will be discussed in Chapter Two, Card 

objects to the idea that pnnciples necessarily abstract from special 

connections with others. As an exarnple she cites the principle that it is 

"good to honor our parents or to value familial ties and relationships" 

(Card, 1990, p.105). 

Whether or not abstraction and concretization are separable actions 

will be a matter addressed in Chapter Two. At this point, 1 wouid only 

like to suggest that Caring is not without its abstractions. As noted by 

Noddings above, in the discussion on ambiguity, we are not using the 

words "care" or "cxing" in everyday ways (Noddings, 1999, p.13). Like 

it or not, this is a move away from the every day concrete realm into 

abstract notions about caring. An ethic of caring, wntes Noddings, "seeks 

something: it seeks to maintain c h n g  itself' (Noddings, 1984, p. 107). We 

have moved from the concrete particular who stands before us to concems 

about "caring itself." In the following passage from Curing, Noddings 



does not speak of enmeshrnent or relatedness or even the persons involved 

in the caring relation. She writes of caring in the abstract. Caring, 

according to Noddings, 

[i]n its enactrnent, in its application, it is energetic, resilient, proud - many options are 
easily rejected as beneath its vision and dernands. But it retum to hurnility in its 
recognition of dependence, for if it is energetic, it as also energized by the reciprocal gifts 
of the cared-for; if things are beneath it and remain beneath it, conditions have helped to 
maintain its lofty position. (Noddings, 1984, p. 108) 

Resisiing a charge often leveled at caring theory, narnely, that it 

presents the mother-child bond as undeservedly prototypical, Noddings 

wntes that "the behaviors and feelings that mark the mother-child relation 

are rarely appropnate for other relations; the chanctenstics of al1 coring 

can be described only ut a rather high level of abstraction" (Noddings, 

1984, p.236. italics added). 

In our earnest attempts to keep discourse around morality 

grounded in real life, we perhaps disrniss the need for abstraction a little 

tw quickly. It is not clear to me that we c m  actually function without it. 

For example, Bames and Thagard (1996) contend that empathy - which 

Noddings would allow is a part of caring - is a special kind of analogical 

thinking in which we use schemas we have developed and compare them 

to someone else's situation. Even if we want to avoid arguing with Kant 

about his categones, we must still gant that schemas are part of Our basic 

psychology. We abstract from one situation, corne up with a rough outline 

and project this outline onio future situations. Without schernas there is 

no leaniing and we are caught forever arnazed and stunned by the novelty 



of the everyday. 

In the case of empathic relationships, "abstract schemas are be 

formed from two or more analogous cases" (Barnes and Thagard. 1996, 

p.7). As an example Bames and Thagard wnte that one rnay "have a loss 

schema formed from what is common to losing a job and losing a lover, 

including the crucial common information that loss causes anger and 

depression" (Bames and Thagard, 1996, p.7). So if the one caring is to 

intelligently enter into the cared-for's world. he must do some of the 

things that Noddings connects with principles and therefore suggests we 

avoid. He must abstract from his life and experience information essential 

to understanding and therefore helping the cared-for. He must generalize 

from his own experience. 

Still more cognitive activity is needed to ascertain that the one- 

caring has correctly understuod the cared-for's mental state. To do that, 

according to Holyoak and Thagard, the onesaring must determine which 

incidents in his own experience are relevant "by enacting three cognitive 

constraints: similarity. structure, and purpose of the situations." The 

consvaint of sirnilarity "encourages the finding of comspondences 

between objects that have properties which are perceptually or 

semantically sirnilar." The constraint of structure "aims to have a 

corresponding structure between source and target analogues. especially 

that involving higher-level relations such as cause." The purpose 

constraint "looks at whether the analog accomplished its cognitive end, 



which may include problem-solving, explanation, or communication" 

(Holyoak and Thagard, 1997, pp.35-44). 

Thus it seems that abstraction does have a role to play both in 

caring and in theorizing about caring. Abstraction, via analogies between 

our own experience and another's, can be seen as something that brings 

people closer together. And as a theonst. Noddings herse1 f uses 

abstraction in the exarnples above because she wants to discuss caring as a 

phenomenon. She wants to isolate it from particular situations for a 

moment, to study it, io frarne it, to conceptualize ii, to describe it. In so 

doing, Noddings has moved to clarify her own thinking and make it more 

accessible to us. 

So far, 1 have tried to persuade the reader that the problematic parts 

that Noddings associates with pnnciples figure importantly in her own 

work. She does make use of justification and does not provide a satisfying 

alternative to it; her theory does contain elements of universalitation; it is 

subject to arnbiguity; and it is no stranger to abstraction. Since Caring is 

subtitled "A Ferninine Approach to Ethics and Moral Education", we will 

now question the masculinity of pnnciples. My inquiry here is of a 

different kind than that found above regarding justification, 

univenalization, abstraction and ambiguity. While 1 found that those 

elements were functional and valuable tools in care theory, 1 am not 

clearly not going to make the sarne case for masculinity. 

Masculini ty 

Noddings suggests that principles are associated with masculinity. 



As we saw in the discussion of Noddings' tuming points, ideas about 

masculinity seem to be embedded in ideas about rationality that are seen to 

be to the detriment of women. As Pat DeYoung explains. 

For feminists. the rnyth of objective, rationalkmpirical truth is grounded in a mrrsculinist 
point of view and delivers not an objective version but a paûiarehal version of redity. A 
feminist critique deconstructs dominant truth systems in science, politics, and law, in 
media, the arts, and the social sciences, to reveal their masculinist bias, and it highlights 
what this bias - this exclusion of women's rality and women's voice - costs women. 
(DeYoung, 200, p.5 1) 

But Noddings does not enter the debate about whether or not the 

masculinist view could be purged of its b i s ,  leaving us with an improved 

non-patriarchal vision of the world. She does not explicitly argue for or 

against the idea that it is a gwd thing to distinguish between judgement 

that is truly objective and tmly rational, and one that is tainted by bias and 

prejudice (Nussbaum, 1997, p. 197) For, according to Nussbaum, for 

exarnple. the best accounts of the limits of human understanding do not 

imply that we should abandon our noms of rationality and objective mth 

(Nussbaum. 1997, p. 197). 

Noddings leaves it implied, but unargued, that principles are 

essentially male - pehaps a delusion disproportionately affecting men. In 

the face of a moral decision, says Noddings, the first move of the male is 

to create an abstraction where "thinking can take place clearly and 

logically in isolation from the complicating factors of particular persons, 

places. or circumstances" (Noddings, 1984, p.37). Recalling the stories of 

Abraham and Isaac, and Manlius. the Roman commander. Noddings 

suggests that there is something masculine about sacrificing precious 



beloved ones out of devotion to p a t e r  principles. The cating person, in 

contrast, does not "in whatever personal agony, inflict death upon her 

child in devotion to either principle or abstract entity" (Noddings, 1984, 

p.44)- 

As questionable as it is to debate motivations in general. it is 

probably more fwlhardy to debate the motivations of biblical figures. 

Nevertheless, it should be noted here that Abraham's agony probably was 

not caused by devotion to a principle or abstract entity. The point of the 

story, 1 believe, is that Abraham felt the anguish of conflict between his 

relationship and duty to his son and his relationship and duty to his God. 

At any rate, Noddings notes, then declines to answer the empiricd 

question of whether the caring approach is more typical of women than 

men. She leaves it proposed, but unargued, that there are masculine and 

ferninine approaches to morality. Noddings writes that "it may indeed by 

the case that such an approach is more typicd of women than of men. but 

this is an empincal question 1 shdl not attempt to answer" (Noddings, 

1984, p. 2). But Noddings also writes that women in generai enter into the 

practicai domain of mord action "through a different door" (Noddings. 

1984, p.2). While she does not explicitly Say so, it can be infemd that she 

considers the "ferninine" approach to be superior, as she maintains that 

both men and women would benefit from rejecting what she sees as the 

detached approach of "the father" and embracing what she sees as the 

receptive and responsive approach of "the mother" (Noddings, 1984, p.2). 



It is not my goal in this thesis to prove or disprove supposed 

differences between the sexes in matters of morality. At risk of king 

accused of interpreting her too literally, 1 must nevertheless register my 

cornplaint against Noddings for generalizing from the stones of Manlius 

and Abraham to imply that fathers are more likely to kill their own 

children than mothers. This seems to be an unnecessarily cruel stab at 

fathers and is actually not consistent with statistics on infanticide6. While 

men outnumber women for convictions in many crimes, infanticide is 

definitely not one of them. 

While an analysis of gender and power in Caring does appear in 

Chapter Three, until that point 1 have chosen to ignore Noddings' repeated 

implicit suggestions that women are ethically superior to men. 1 freely 

acknowledge my reservations about this claim. However, since Noddings 

does not explicitly mount an argument for this claim, 1 cannot refute or 

challenge her on this point. Instead, I will focus on Noddings' claim that 

she is descnbing a superior approach to morality - one that is not reliant 

on principles. 

To review, Noddings proposes that genuine caring involves 

engrossment and motivational displacement on the part of the onecaring 

and recognition of that caring by the cared-for. She proposes that because 

of their problematic characteristics, adherence to principles does not lead 

According to the U.S. Bureau of Justice S~tistics, of al1 the cbilâren under the age of 5 murdered in the 
United States fiom 1976-1999.3 1% wcrc kilIed by their fathers and 30% by their mothcrs. 
chttp~Jlwww.ojplusdoj.govhjslhomociddctiildrcn.hem>. In Canada, the Canadian Centre for Justicc 
Statistics reports that of infants unâer 1 ycar of age killed by family members between 1993 and 1997, 



to ethical behaviour. 1 have explored these objections and have found that 

justification, universalizabili ty, ambiguity, and abstraction do figure 

importantly in caring theory. 1 have noied and dismissed Noddings' daim 

that principles are masculine and care is ferninine on the grounds that she 

has not mounted an argument for this claim. 

In the next chapter 1 will examine the question of whether or not 

care theory could be served by accepting a distinction between niles and 

principles. 

mothers accounted for 4 5 8  and fathers for 408. 
<http://www.statcan.ca/Daily/Englisfv9906 1 11d99û6 1 la.htm>. 



Chanter Two 
The Fonn and Funetion of  Princinles in Traditional 

EthiCs and in Cwe Theorv 

Rules vs. Principles 

in this chapter, 1 will press the issue that the ethic of care espouses a 

fundamental principle by lwking at how theorists other than Noddings use the 

term "principle." What do principles do? Are they meant to detail every possible 

situation life could deal us and give divine guidance for Our actions? in the 

upcoming section 1 will suggest that the care ethic suffen from a confusion 

between niles and principles. Beginning with John Locke and ending with 

Barbara Thayer- Bacon. 1 will trace a line of thought which distinguishes between 

rules and principles. My overall aim, of course, is to show that principles are dive 

and well and functioning in the care ethic. This will be followed by a cornparison 

of care theory and wide reflective equilibriurn using the test case of capital 

punishment. 1 use Paul Thagard's model of wide reflective equilibrium to 

examine Noddings' position on capital punishment and find that there is reason to 

question the coherence of current c m  iheory. Lastly, I will look at some reasons 

for care theorists to keep pnnciples. These reasons include some dangers of 

unconstrained care including vicarious traumatization and bias. 1 end by noting 

some positive social functions of pnnciples that may be of interest to care 

theorists. 

Most people, 1 believe, would agree that there is something unsatisfying 

about a picture of the moral agent or of the mord community that merely obeys 

rules designed by others in their mord docision-making. Even in cases of 
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organized religion where there are lists of divine cornmandments, most clerics 

counsel their adult parishioners to deeply consider the significance of the moral 

rules rather than blindly adhere to them. And while as children we may obey rules 

out of fear, there is an expectation that with maturity comes reflection and that 

with reflection comes maturity. But there nonetheless remains an undentanding 

that rules are meant to be followed. Principles, on the other hand, are much more 

than that, and in this section we shall attempt to discover just what they are. 

In his Essay Conceming Human Understanding (1690. 1964) John Locke 

writes disapprovingly of the tendency for human beings to stay committed to rule- 

following, rather than developing a questioning and critical stance toward the 

understanding and creating of pnnciples. Few have matched the style with which 

Locke describes the closed-mindedness and rigidity that occur when people 

become enslaved to mles rather approaching them as valued notions to carefully 

consider. According to Locke, 

There is nothing more ordinary than that children should receive into their minds propositions 
from their parents, nurses, or those about thcm; which king insinuated into their unwary as well 
as unbiasscd understandings, and fastened by degrees, are ût last (whether [rue or false) rivetai 
there by long custom and education, beyond al1 possibility of being pulled out again (Quoted in 
Woozely, 1964, p.437). 

And we would certainly like to avoid the unthinking, uncritical reliance on 

rules and refusai to reflect on Our principles that Locke describes below: 

When men [sic] have found some general propositions that could not be doubted as soon as 
understd, it was, 1 know, a short and easy way to conclude hem innate. This being once 
rcceived, it eased the lazy from the pains of seasch, and stopped the inquiry of the doubtful 
conceniing al1 that was once styled innate. And it was of no small advantage to those who affccted 
to be mastcrs and teachers, to make this the principle of principles, - that principles mut not be 
questioncd (quoted in Wmzley, 1964, p. 87). 



John Dewey likewise makes a clean distinction between niles and principles. 

Explains Dewey, 

A principle evoives in connection with the course of experience, king a genemhzed statement of 
what sort of consequences and values tend to be redized in certain kinds of 
situations; a rule is taken as something ready made and fixed. A principle is p r i d l y  intektual, 
a mettiod and a schcme for judging, and is practicai secondarily because of what it discloses; a rute 
is primarily practicai (Dewey, 1960. p. 136) 

Dewey is clearly keen to separate principles from niles. The object of moral 

pnnciples. writes Dewey, is to supply standpoints and methods which will enable 

the individual to make for herself an anal ysis of good and evil in the particular 

situation in which she finds herself. A moral prînciple guides the individual in 

her thinking by suggesting to her the important considerations for which she 

should be on the lookout (Dewey, 1960, p. 141). 

According to Dewey. 

Their [principles' ] origin in experience is forgotten and so is their proper use in further cxperience. 
They are thought of as if they existed in and of themselves and as if it were simply a question of 
bnnging action undcr them in order to dctcnnine what is right and good. Instead of king treated 
as aids and instruments in judging values as the latter actwlly anse, they are made superior to 
them. They becorne prescriptions, rules (Dewey, 1960, p. 136). 

1s it possible that Noddings' caricature of the pnncipled thinker is 

suffering from the rigidity noted by Dewey? In Caring, there seems to be a 

questionable underl ying conception of the reasoning, princi pied thinker. For 

example, Noddings introduces her book by criticizing what she sees as the 

dominant method of doing ethics. Ethical argumentation. she says, "has 

frequently proceeded as if it were govemed by the logicai necessity characteristic 

of geometry" (Noddings, 1984. p.1). In his Nicornachean Ethics, Aristotle - who 

is usually reviled by feminists for king the original bad actor responsible for 



setting in motion 2400 years of philosophical misogyny - is very clear on the 

point that ethics is not geometry (FreelandJ998, p.228). Aristotle cautions that 

different subjects permit different degrees of clarity and precision. It is wise "to 

look for precision in each class of things just so far as the nature of the subject 

admits and it is equally foolish to accept probable reasoning from a 

mathernatician." 

Charles L. Stevenson likewise notes that Dewey, H.L.A. Hart. W.D. Ross 

and C. D. Broad al1 share the aim of freeing pnnciples from inflexibility and keep 

them from over-ruling the dictates of exceptional cases (Stevenson, 1963. p.98). 

Stevenson writes of Dewey's desire to keep the advantages of moral pnnciples 

(which include. inter alia, the transmission of the human experience), while noting 

their disadvantages. Dewey, wntes Stevenson, argues for flexible ethical 

generalizations which make no pretense at finality. Principles. on this 

understanding. both illuminate and are illuminated by the cases which we apply 

before them (Stevenson, 1963, p. 101) 

Similady, Dwight Boyd holds that pnnciples are not directly related to 

particular concrete acts. as are moral rules. Principles, for Boyd, serve to 

compare and evaluate different acts falling under different, often conflicting. rules 

(Boyd, 1989, p. 107). Boyd cautions that pnnciples are not directly related to 

particular concrete acts. as are mord rules. Rincipled judgement, according to 

Boyd, is not evidence of a closed rnind achieving consistency by ignoring things. 

Rather than king final stopping points of delibention or justification, pnnciples 

are better understood as a quality of open-mindedness (Boyd1989: 107). 
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In her Philosophy and Ferninisr niinking (1993), Jean Grimshaw sees 

ihree recming themes in common charactenzations of a 'female ethic' which 1 

believe are evident in. and fundamental to Noddings' ethic of c m .  They are: 

A critique of "abstraction", and a belief that female thinking is (and moral thinking in general 
should be) more contexnializcd, lcss bound to absuact rules, more "concrete". 
A stress on the values of empathy, nuturance or caring, which again, arc seen as qulities that 
women both value more and tend more cornmonly io dispiay. 
A critique of the idea that notions of choice or will are central to morality, and of a sharp 
distinction between fact and value; a stress, instead. on the idea of the dcmands of a situation, 
which are discovered through a process of attention to it and require an appropriate response. 
(Grimshaw, 1993, p.203) 

Grimshaw writes that moral philosoph y c m  sometimes present 

h ypothetical dilemmas w hich are so decontextualised as to be meaningless and 

not at al1 helpful to understanding morality. Here Gnmshaw has in mind examples 

such as "If you have one kidney machine and two patients. one a sick child and 

the other a famous scientist aged sixty, whose life would you save?'or "if you 

survived an aircraft crash in the jungle, would it be right to leave the wounded to 

die in order that the fitter rnight survive?" Grimshaw believes that "there is an 

absurdity and insensitivity in supposing that a 'right' answer to questions like 

these could be decided without a detailed knowledge of, and even involvernent in. 

the situation"(Grimshaw, 1993, p.207j. Likewise, Daniel Vokey writes that while 

thought experiments are sometimes useful they are no substitute for dialogue 

arnong those affected by the issues at hand (Vokey, 1993 p. 3). And Paul Sme yers 

writes. reasonably enough. that we should - as the care ethic requires - constantly 

r e m  to the real world of daily lives to generate our philosophical and political 

positions. This aspect. writes Smeyers, helps the care ethic avoid the 

misapplication of any set of ideas (Srneyen, 1999, p.99) 



But Grimshaw also believes that there is something wrong with the sharp 

distinction between "abstract" and "concrete", and about the way this has k e n  

used to c haracterize female moral reasoning (Grimshaw, 1993, p.207). Grimshaw 

notes that Noddings conflates the ideas of rules and principles. She proposes that 

Noddings understands a pnnciple to be a rule which prescribes or proscribes a 

course of action (with possible exceptions). Gnmshaw believes that Noddings 

sees "rules and pnnciples as functioning to prevent or render more difficult an 

appreciation of the complexities of a particular situation" (Grimshaw, 1993, 

p.207). Echoing Dewey. Grimshaw suggests it  would be helpful to make a 

distinction beiween rules and principles. For Grimshaw, a mle bbspecifies or 

forbids a certain son of action, and to follow a mle is to accept a guideline for 

one's conduct whose purpose is to elirninate the need for reflection, except in 

marginal or problematic cases" (Grimshaw. 1993, p.207). As an exmple. 

Gnmshaw suggests that the rule thût one should not kill will raise problems about 

what counts as killing. No nile, she says, can be applied totally automatically for 

this sort of reason. To be "nile-bounà" in one's conduct is to seek to order what 

one does in a way thai "does not require much in the way of reflection" 

(Grimshaw, 1993, p.207). In contrast, a principle "serves to invite rather than 

block reflection." To see this contrat, she recornmends expressing principles in 

the fomi of "Consider." Consider, for example, whether your action will h m  

others; consider what the consequences for other people will be if you do this; 

"consider whether the needs of others should outweigh consideration of your 

own" (Gnmshaw, 1993, p.207). Rosemarie Tong agrees, wnting that "rote rule 
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following probably makes us modly lazy - inattentive to those features of a 

specific case that serve to challenge the rules that ordinarily apply to cases of its 

kind. In contrast to d e s ,  principles invite us to be morally reflective or 

conscientious" (Tong, 1982. pp.64-65). 

A pnnciple, says Grimshaw, is a general consideration which one deems 

important to take into account when deciding what is the nght thing to do. In this 

sense, pnnciples invite contextualization of judgements. consideration of the 

particular. To have principles is "not to be inclined to ignore complexity; it is 

quite compatible with recognizing that the judgement one made in a particular 

situation was so specific to that situation that the other apparently similar 

situations might require a different one" (Grimshaw.1993. p.208). And finally. as 

Thayer-Bacon writes succinctly, "Fint concepts become a method, then a habit, 

and finally a tryanny" (Thayer-Bacon, 1999, p.348). 

At this time, the care ethic does not accept the distinction between rules 

and principles made above by Locke, Dewey, Stevenson, Hart. Ross, Broad, 

Boyd Grimshaw, Tong, Vokey, Smeyers and Thayer-Bacon. But given the 

absence of an argument for not having this distinction, we may tentatively 

surmise that the care ethic is not (on pnnciple!) opposed to it. It is not argued 

against. It is simply ignored. But my view is that, while this distinction goes 

unnoticed in care theory, the theory itself is weakened by that fact. This 

weakening is evident as writers fasten ont0 the questionable assumption that 

Noddings has proven that principles are too problematic to be of any use. 

In spite of the weighty calls for the distinction between hem, the 
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conflation of rules and pnnciples is picked up and used unproblematically in the 

following example from Charles E. Love, Jr. In a paper examining the role of the 

universal in the care theory of Nel Noddings and Carol Gilligan, Love, Jr. wntes, 

Gilligan tells us 'Tare" becomes the self-chosen principle of a judgement that remains 
psychological in its concern with relationships and response but becomes universal in its 
condemnation of exploitation and hurt. Despite Gilligan's language here. however. this cannot on 
her view be a rising up of a moral principlc opposed to exploitation and hurt. The "prinicple" 
cannot be employed in hypothetical or reai cases in some kind of deduction of the correct action. 
(Love, Jr., 1984, p.75) 

With Locke, Dewey, et. al. in mind, 1 submit that Love, Jr. is correct if by 

principle he is refemng to a statement that blocks reflection, appreciation of 

nuance and context and prescribes a specific action by rote nile-following. But if 

we undentand a principle as something that invites contextualization of 

judgements and consideration of the particular, inviting us to be morally reflective 

and conscientious. it seems that this can indeed be a "rising up of a moral 

principle opposed to exploitation and hun." 

Despite my reservations about entering the sticky subject of human 

motivation noted at length in Chapter One, I find 1 must make one further note. 

Noddings presents king motivated by "care" as an alternative to being motivated 

by principles. But if we accept the distinction between rules and pnnciples, we 

cannot properly claim to that principles motivate action. We are not, as children 

before a stem master, obeying rules to be good children and then praising 

ourseives as principled. Rather than motivating action, pnnciples act as a son of 

conceptual lens throwing what we have determined to be salient aspects of a 

situation into relief. It is what the principle highlights or accentuates that moves 

us to action. For as Marcia Baron (1984) has argued, moral princi ples may 
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operate not as independent sources of motivating force, but rather as filtea 

through w hich other motives must pass. Principles, as 1 undentand them. are not 

alien or other-wordly in ongin. But as Dewey says, they spring from our own 

experience, focussing attention upon what we consider crucial issues. 

A conflation of rules and pnnciples goes hand in hand with the 

"inflexible, unfeeling, reasoning man" stereotype held by many theorists. To 

undentand the origin of this stereotype, it may be helpful to look to the work of 

Lawrence Kohlberg. Kohlberg's stages of moral development have famously 

corne under cri ticism by Noddings, Carol Gilligan and other theorists concemed 

with relational ethics. Kohlberg's Stage six thinking in particular is seen to be 

problematic. Note that the distinction made by Dewey and Grimshaw between 

rules and principles is also evident in Kohlberg's description of Stage Six. 

The universal-ethical-principle orientation: Right is defined by the decision of conscience in 
accord with self-chosen ethical pnnciples appcaling to logicd comprehensiveness, universality, 
and consistency. These principles are abstract and ethical (the Golden RuIe, the categoncaf 
imperative); they are not concretc moral mies like the Ten Commandrnents. At haut, these are 
universal principles of justice, of the reciprocity and equality of humn rights, and of respect for 
the dignity of human beings as individual persons. (Kohlberg, 1990, p. 165) 

As we saw with Dewey. Gnmshaw, and now Kohlberg, Dwight Boyd is 

concemed about a rather shdlow understanding of a moral principle. Boyd wntes, 

According to bis mistaken vicw, principlcs arc abstract moral rules, "out there," extemal to but 
discoverable by human consciousness. They are seen as rigid, inflexible, stopping points to our 
moral deliberation. (Boyd, 1989, p. 106, 107) 

Boyd argues that as a result of this rnistaken view, Kohlberg's Stage Six 

has k e n  profoundiy misinterpreted. Taken out of its context, Stage-Six thinking 
r 

has been warped and attenuated to point that there exists a kind of "guilt by 



association attributed to those who might find such a form of moral judgement 

accornmodating"(Boyd, 1989, p.97). One widespread misinterpretation that still 

reverberates within ferninism is the idea that the stages represent types of persons. 

Boyd writes that on the contrary, "these are descriptions of a psychological 

function that persons engage in. not descriptions of moral persons themselves" 

(Boyd, 1989, p.98). This may, in part, explain the tendency in feminist moral 

theory to dismiss Kohlberg. It is almost a cliché in feminist circles to reject 

Kohlberg out of hand on the basis that he thinks women are "stuck" in Stage 

Some critics, furthemore, have missed the relational aspects implicit in 

Kohlberg's theory. Kohlberg never intended moral persons to be thought of as 

"independent. isolated 'rule followers"' (Boyd,1980. p. 104). Boyd is concemed 

that these critics have an exnggerated and distorted view of how Kohlberg 

understands the use of reason when they approach stage six. The 

misinterpretation, according to Boyd. goes something like this, 

If each stage is a stage of reamning, the lower stages are lower because they have just a little 
rraroning. As you go up the sequence you get more reasoning. And ihis incrases until you reach 
the end, stagc six. which is 'pure reason,' that is, stagc six is thought CO be nothing but reason. But 
then, a aitic will say, what an inhumane notion of moral matwity! Instead of a notion of moral 
goodness described in terms of flesh and blcmd, aspirations and thcir perversion. affect. will . and 
strength of character, we get a cold, bloodless, calculating machine. or at least a rigid template for 
making cdculations. (Boyd, 1989. p. LOS) 

Along with the conflation of rules and principles, care theorists' 

acceptance of a clean distinction between emotion and reason may be contributing 

to the negative stereotype. For as we saw in Chaptet One, current neuroscience 

does not allow that there is such thing as pure reason, nor does Kohlberg argue 

that there is. Boyd joins numerous theorists who resist the characteriration of the 
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principled thinker as a bloodless. unnflective, unimaginative geometncian so 

enamoured with d e s  that he trarnples over irrelevancies such as relationships. 

feelings. and actual people. Seeing al1 sides of a subject, writes Boyd. 

and weighting dl possibilities is clearly required in any mature form of our constructive activity 
of 'making xnse' of our social environment - and especially confliccs within it arising fiom the 
different points of view inherent in different petsons - in service of balancing the clairns arising 
from the lives, interests, and welfare of both others and self. (Boyd, 1989, p. 106) 

The evidence appears to indicate that Caring is. in part. a reaction to the 

admittedly unpleasant but largely fictitious stereotype of an unfeeling moral 

reasoning machine. Care theory may benefit from revisiting its understanding of 

the difference between rules and principles. 

"Pnnciples" in the English Language 

An interesting tum of phrase appears in Barbara Houston's analysis of 

Caring. Houston agrees that Noddings demonstrates the possibility of flaws in 

much principled thinking. She writes that "Noddings insistently rerninds us that 

attention is a moral act. and she challenges the foci of attention of standard ethical 

theories, replacing them with two basic tenets of her own: 'always meet the other 

as one-cuing' and 'maintain and enhance caring relations."'(Houston. 1990, 

p.114, italics added). While Houston goes on to critique the ethic of care on the 

grounds that it abets exploitation (something we will âiscuss in Chapter Three), 

her writing suggests an implicit sympathy with the view that tenets are not 

principles. Houston has changed their name but has not gone to any length to 

explain how they are different. It is exactly this point that is the focus of this 

thesis. There is no doubt that the content of Noddings' tenets are important. Yet 

the question remains whether in fonn or function they are significantl y different 
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from any principle. 

The Orford Englisli Dictionary notes three related senses of the word 

"pnnciple" that are relevant to the present discussion. The fiat of these concem 

"principle" as "origin". Definitions here include: 

* source, commencement; fountainhead, origi nai or initiai state 
r, that from which something cakes it rise, onginates, or is derived; the root 
r. fundamental source from which something proceeds, ultirnate basis upon 

which the existence of something depends 

1 would propose that the maintenance of the caring relation is the root and 

the fountainhead of the ethic of care as described in Caring. Whereas Ne1 

Noddings is the Iiteral and actual source of the text, the caring relation is the 

ultimate basis, the source of the ethic. The text is her elaboration of the caring 

relation. It is difficult to imagine how Noddings could deny this interpretation. 

The OEDis second sense involves rules and reasoning and may therefore 

contain some of Noddings concerns: 

0 fundamental truth, law or motive force; general sutement or tenct 
forming the ground of, or held to be essential to a system of thought or belief 

0 fundamental quality or attribute which determines the nature of something; essential 
characteristic or charactcr 

a generai law or rule adopted or professed as a guide to action, especiall y 
consciously recognized and followed 
a first pnnciple: a primary proposition, considcred to be self-evident, upon which 

further reasoning or bclief is baseci 

The care ethic demands that one seek to maintain and enhance the caring 

relation by adhenng to the tripairite structure of care as described in Chapter One 

of this thesis. Without these elements, we would not recognize the eihic of care as 

the ethic of care. They fom what the OED calls the "essential characteristic" or 

"charactei' of the ethic. Noddings would clearly not cal1 her directive a law or a 



mle, but it is nonetheless positioned in her theory as something that is rneant to 

guide behaviour. Noddings would also likel y shun the idea that her maxim is a 

selfevident proposition. She does however, characterize it as naturally occming, 

as something that women in general practice unreflectively. In this sense, it 

comes closer to the "rule" interpretation of principles that was rejected above. 

Can Noddings deny that her directive to "maintain relation" is a gened law or 

mle pmfessed as a guide to action? The text itself is a treatise on how the 

principle is to be realized in practice. Note how Noddings describes the "one great 

aim" of the one-caring, 

The one-caring has one great aim: to preserve and enhance caring in herself and in those with 
whom she comes in contact. This quite naturally becomcs the first airn of parenting and of 
education. It is an aim that is built into the process itsclf - not one that lies somewhere beyond it. 
Everything that is proposed as part of education is exarnined in its light. That which diminishes it 
is rejectd, that which casts doubt on its maintenance is postponed, and that which enhances it is 
tmbraced (Noddings, 1984. p. 172) 

1 admit to struggling with the concept that the powerfui and direct statement 

above is not her fint principle. It is nothing, if not whai is known in popular 

business culture as a "mission statement." 

The third element of the OED's entry on "principle" concerns its 

nonnative component. The preceding meanings aim at taxonomy - the first 

pointing to the idea of "origin" and the second to "essential character or law". But 

now the OED turns to the positive associations users of English have with the 

word principle. According to the OED, a principled person is defined as one with 

An inward or personal Iaw of  right action 
Personal devotion to right 
Rectituiit, uprightmss 
Honourable character 



1 suspect that Noddings would resist taik of penonal selves or individual 

character and seek to move the emphasis to the quality of the interdation. Still, 

she rnight agree that an inward or personal cornmitment to maintain the caring 

relation and penonal devoiion to serving the ethical ideais of others and oneself is 

essential to an ethic of care. For Noddings. the relation is the "good (Noddings, 

2000, p. 38). According to Noddings, ''If we take the caring relation as a primitive 

good, then al1 efforts to establish. maintain, or enhance such relations have moral 

worth" (Noddings, 2000, p.38). 

The fint two senses of the word principle - as origin and essentiai 

characteristic - dong with an undentanding of "principled" as king devoted to 

"good found in the OED do appear to adequately describe the "tenets" and 

comrnitment to them found in care theory. But perhaps the OED describes only 

what general users of EngIish mean by principles. 1s it possible that those who 

write on the care vs. justice debates use the word in some other. specialized 

sense? The answer to this appears io be "No". In a recent work on empathy. for 

example, Martin Hoffman refers to caring and justice as Western society's 

prevailing powerful, legitimate, moral principles (Hoffman. 2000, p. 14. 2 14, 

italics added). 'The mord issue here,' says Hoffman, 'is which principle prevails, 

caring or justice, and does one feel guilty for violating the other? (Hoffman, 2000, 

p.4, italics added). If Noddings is correct in her assertion that care is not a 

principle, then theories such as Hoffman's are in need of profound restmcturing. 

Unfortunately, neither Noddings nor Houston demonstrate that the dictum 

or tenets of the care ethic are not principles. Hoffman and others are perhaps 
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holding to Dewey's distinction betweeen rules and principles and are therefore 

not so much tempted to shuck the idea of pnnciples. In this view, narrow-minded 

refusal to reflect upon complexities and consider the nuances of a situation is seen 

as a problem while principles themselves remain central to morality. 

My position in this thesis is that the care ethic would be better served by 

owning up to its own principles. Without principles. the care ethic is vuinerable to 

charges of relativism and incoherence. It is the charge of incoherence in care 

theory which we will now examine. 

Coherence, Wide Reflective Equilibrium and Capital Punishment 

Noddings acknowledges that even when we are committed to maintaining 

the caring relation, we will still find ourseives caught in conflicts. When 

confronted with conflicts between competing ways to maintain the caring relation, 

Noddings suggests that we avoid tuming to principle or to tribal or fmi ly  codes. 

When we do take a stand, she advises that we do so "not in obedience to a 

pincipie, but in faithfulness to the fundamental relatedness that induces caring" 

(Noddings. 1984, p. 56). As Noddings does not recornrnend seeking council in a 

pnnciple, she recognizes that this move leaves the one-caring open to charges of 

inconsistency. 1s the onecaring, she asks, "a capncious and unprincipled 

character who is swayed this way and that by intensity, proxirnity, and the 

conditions of the moment?" (Noddings,l984, p. 56). According to Noddings, 

''moral life based on caring is coherent, although it may defy description in terms 

of systematic consistency. It is swayed, but not detemiined, by intensity, 
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proximity, and temporal conditions" (Noddings, 1984. p. 56 ). Let us deal with the 

second part of the claim first -- that of being swayed but not determined. Are the 

"intensity, proximity. and temporal conditions" fairly called the context? if so, 

and the context only sways, we are left to wonder what it is that determines. 

Perhaps this is one of the "tuming points" cntiqued in Chapter One wherein one 

may temporarily use what Noddings considen to be one's rational mind in the 

service of care. If so, 1 would suggest again that rational principles are more 

central and important in Noddings' theory than shc admits. For if something in the 

so-called "rationai-objective" mode is responsible for making detenninations, as 

the final arbiter. it would seem to be very important. and in fact. foundational to 

Noddings' theory. 

Noddings clairns that the moral life of the one cving is coherent 

(Noddings, 1984. p.56). She claims to be presenting "a coherent and enlightening 

pictun" (Noddings. 1984. p.3). How does she establish this coherence? Why is 

coherence something she wants to daim is found in the ethic of care? And how is 

king coherent (something Noddings says the one-caring is) different from hûving 

"s ystematic consistenc y" (something Noddings says the one-caring may not 

have)? While the snidy of coherence is clearly important in epistemology, it is 

also of interest in ethics. Ethical theorists are interested in what they cal1 

"reflective equilibrium." As Dwight Boyd explains, reflective equilibrium is a 

way of moving back and forth between our considered morai judgements and our 

provisionally fomed moral principles so that they fit together in one coherent 

scheme (Boyd, 1984, p.377). 



In this thesis, however, we will use a mode1 of wide reflective 

equilibrium7 or "WRE''. This phrase refers to a "state in which a thinker has 

achieved a munially coherent set of ethical principles, particular moral 

judgernents and background beliefs" (T'hagard, 1999, p. 1). Width of reflective 

equilibrium, within ourselves and across society at large, is, as we shall see, 

desirable and we are aiways under pressure from each other to achieve it. Robert 

Audi asks us to consider the exarnple of coherence in the rnind of a schizophrenic. 

imagine that there is someone who thinks he is Napoleon. If he has a completely 

consistent story with enough detail, his belief systems may be superbly coherent 

(Audi. 1998, p.91). So, a narrow coherence or reflective equilibrium is not enough 

and probably would not be satisfying in an ethic of care, which, as we have seen. 

is fundamentdl y concerned with relation. 

Width in reflective equilibrium is also desirable mong those who are not 

suffering from menial illness, as mentaily healthy individuals have k e n  found to 

hold many self-deceptions. Some even argue that self-delusion is adaptive. Taylor 

and Brown (1988), for exarnple, clairn that positive illusions about the self play a 

significant role in the maintenance of mental health, as well as in the ability to 

maintain caring relations, and a sense of well being. But how would even positive 

self-deception serve the onecaring's first pnnciple - maintain and enhance the 

caring relation? David Jopling argues that that there are moral consequences for 

such self-deception. According to Jopling, positive illusions dirninish the range of 

' John Rawls (in A nieory of Justice, 1972) is to be credited with introducing reflectivc equilibrium. Hare (1973) 
and Singer (1974) criticizcd it as tw subjective to rcach a rcliabIe morai judgement. Norman Danieis introduced 
wide rcflective equilibrium to rcmcdy the pmblem (Tetsuji, 2001, p.2). 
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reactive, other regarding attitudes and emotions that people can adopt (Jopling. 

1996.p.525). A disregard for truth has moral consequences, narnel y, selfishness 

and "otherblindness" (Jopling, 1996. p.534). According to Jopling, 

Self deceptive süategics may be thought of a particularly denseiy-woven cognitive 
filcers that s c k t ,  guide, constrain and organize self-relevant information in an essentially 
self-serving manner. For instance, by distorting negative or irrelevant information, by preventing 
contndictatory information from k i n g  acknowledged, and by enhancing positive information by 
disarnbiguating ambiguous information (Jopling. 1996, p. 535). 

Jopling argues that this cognitive narrcwness leads to a diminishing range 

of responsiveness and openness to the real. The person engaged in such creative 

self-deception can only achieve a relatively narrow reflective equilibrium. The 

self-deceived peaon does not enter the environment as a scientist engaged in a 

search for the truth. Instead. as Fiske and Taylor suggest, we find "an unflattering 

picture of a charlatan trying to make data come out in a manner most 

advantageous to his or her already held theories"(Fiske and Taylor.1984. p.88). 

So while narrow coherence itself is no guarantee of truth, as social beings we do 

push each other to achieve a wider consensus, to share the similar beliefs. Wide 

reflective equilibrium does not promise ultimate truth either. It does, however, 

include openness, a willingness to revise theories upon meeting new evidence, 

and an awareness that since we can never be fully infonned, knowledge is 

contingent in character. Width, in reflective equilibrium, is one way the one- 

caring can avoid the problems of rigidity. dogrnatism, and self-ckception that 

might interfere with one's ability to attend to the cared-for. 

We know that while Noddings wants to distance herself from pinciples, 

she nonetheless places value on coherence. Can Noddings have an account of 
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coherence which does not rely, primarily or even in part, on ptinciples and 

judgements? Paul Thagard writes that wide reflective equilibrium requires an 

integrated assessrnent of: 

* deductive coherence -- fit between principles and judgements 
a explanatory coherence - fit ktween principles and judgements and empirical 

hypotheses 
deliberative coherence -- fit ktween judgements and goals 
analogical coherence - fit between judgements and similar cases (Thagard. 1999. 
p.2) 

The first of these. deductive coherence. seems to be the one that truly 

disturbs Noddings. As Thagard writes, when applied to ethics, deductive 

coherence involves the elements of propositions. including both general principles 

and particular moral judgements. Using capital punishment as an example, 

Thagard cites "capital punishment is wrong" as a principle and "X should not be 

executed" as the corresponding judgement. The principle "capital punishment is 

justified for heinous murders" is followed by the judgement "X should be 

executed." (Thagard 1999, p.4). This language of principles and judgements is 

exactly what Noddings equates with mathematics and therefore wants to avoid. 

She complains that ethical argumentation h a  frequently proceeded as if it were 

govemed by the logical necessity characteristic of geometry. (Noddings, 1984, 

p. 1) Empirical evidence supports Noddings on this point since coherence 

judgements do not have the kind of step-by-step linear reasoning found in formai 

logic (Thagard, 1999, p.4). A large body of research on conceptual structure 

shows that the majority of our moral deliberation is almost never strictly 

deductive. Instead, it usually consists of exploring possible metaphoncal and 



metynomic extensions from prototypical to non-prototypical cases. Principles, 

according to Mark Johnson, should be understood as "idealized strategies, based 

on past experience and defined via prototypes. models and metaphors" (Johnson. 

1998. p.695). 

Noddings and Thagard also agree that in ethics we have the problem of 

conflicting propositions. Wherever there is a principle, writes Noddings. there is 

implied its exception (Noddings, 1984, p.5). Thagard concun, writing that 

evaluation of ethical coherence based solely on fit of principles and judgements 

will generally be open to the standard objection that incompatible sets of 

propositions can be equally coherent (Thagard. 1999. p.4) Similarly, in his modei 

of dialectical morality, Mark Mason (1997) notes that our moral judgements and 

actions are understood as more than purely principled (read "deductive") 

commitment. We are also moved to act morally by the demands of a particular 

situation in which we are involved at a Levinasian "face to face" level (Mason, 

1997, p.6). But unlike Noddings, Mason's concem for the immediate and 

contextual does not logicdly require him to jettison principles from the moral 

landscape. On the contrary, he believes that "a minimum level of ontological 

commitment - a moral cornmitment more sensitive to principie - is critical if we 

wish to sustain any coherent discussion about values (Mason, 1997. p.2). 

My point here is that pnnciples and the judgements which follow from 

them are not the whole story. This thesis does not adhere to an undentanding that 

morality is or is best conceptualized as a fit between principles and judgements. 
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And Thagard is certainly not advocating a model of coherence that merely 

requires a logical comspondence between principles and judgements. Instead, 

Thagard's model is an integrated assessrnent of al1 four aspects of coherence. 

Whether or not the ethic of care demonstrates deductive coherence will be 

discussed shonly. First we can agree with Thagard that coherence requires 

empirical evidence. 

By expianatory coherence. Thagard is refemng to the inclusion of 

empincd evidence. How do we choose which data are relevant? How do we 

gather the data? How do we explain the data we observe? We need to evaluate 

our hypotheses and our evidence. Let US return to the example of the death 

penalty. Most people would (1 hop)  agree that we need to determine that the 

penon scheduled to be executed actuall y committed the crimes of which he or she 

was accused. And if we want to argue that capital punishment is or is not a 

desirable deterrent to future crimes, we must engage in a cornparison of countries 

with or without the death penalty. The hypthesis that capital punishment is or is 

not a deterrent, writes Thagard, must mesh a variety of social and ps ychological 

evidence if it is to be put to ethical use. (Thagard. 1999, p.6). Deductive and 

explanatory coherence constrain each other as we strive for wide rather than 

narrow reflective equilibrium (Thagard, 1999, p.6). But for Thagard, the story of 

coherence does not end here. Ethical coherence is broadened by deliberative 

CO herence. 

Consistent with a general reîvaluation of the role of rationality in moral 

life as mere instrumentalism, Thagard and MiIlgram ( 1995) have developed a 
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coherence theory which also investigates why people have their preferences and 

utilities. So while explanatory coherence gives some prionty to propositions that 

state empirical evidence. deliberative coherence gives some prionty to intrinsic 

goals, ones that an agent has for basic biological or social reasons rather than 

because they facilitate other goals. 1 suspect that Noddings would resonate with 

this aspect of ethical coherence. Recall that Noddings writes that women (who as 

a group she equates with ones-caring) give reasons for their acts that point to 

feelings. needs, situational conditions. and their sense of personal ideal rather than 

universal principles and their applications (Noddings, 1984, p.96). Noddings 

would probably also approve of the concem for consequences that is part of 

deliberative coherence. For while in some places Noddings wntes that the 

outcome of a decision cannot contribute to a determination of whethcr that 

decision was nght or wrong (Noddings, 1984, p.53). she writes penuasiveiy and 

at length in other places of the care perspective's emphasis on the questionable 

effects of well-intentioned liberal policies on those who are meant to benefit from 

those policies (Noddings. 1999, pp. 7- 19). 

Thagard explains that, whereas deductive coherence involves a quasi- 

Kantian concem wi th general moral principles. deliberative coherence involves a 

conseqwntialist concem with goals affected by ethical decisions (T'hagard, 1999, 

p.7). But while Noddings positions these as conflicting, for Thagard each 

identifies one kind of coherence that goes into an ovedl judgement of right and 

wrong. Deliberative coherence does not reduce to explanatory coherence in this 

account. Deliberative coherence depends on explanatory coherence in very useful 
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ways that allow for revising views about what is good for people and thereby 

revising decisions about what to do. (Thagard, 1999, p.7). 

Lady,  'hagard's mode1 allows for the fact that not al1 ethical argument 

considers general principles or consequences. Sometimes people support a 

conclusion in a contested case by comparing it to an accepted case. In the case of 

arguing againa capital punishment, the execution could be made analagous to the 

killing of a defenseless victim. On the contmry, in arguing for capital punishment 

the execution could be made analagous to acts of self-defense. Analogical 

arguments against capital punishment, for example, would hinge on showing 

correspondence between concepts such as kilUexecute, abductorfstate, and 

victimlprisoner. (Thagard, 1999, p.8) 

What kind of coherence does the oneîaring demonstrate? In spite of 

Noddings' resistance to the language of principles and judgements, there is 

evidence of deduction at work in the ethic of care. According to Noddings, the 

one-caring's deduction goes something like this: I am concemed with my own 

ethical ideal. Participating in an execution would diminish my ethical ideal. 1 

must therefore oppose capital punishment (Noddings, 1984, p. 10 1). There is, in 

my opinion, a satisfying fit between Noddings' proposition (or principle or 

statement) and her judgement on this point. 

But Noddings also fails to satisfy the criteria of deductive coherence at 

other times as she States that "in many cases the decision [to execute] would be 

just and 1 could not regret the demise of the condemned" (Noddings, 1984, 

p.lO1). We don? know on what grounds the decision was just. In common 
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English we understand that something is 'Tust" when it is done in accordance with 

what is right and fair. To justify something is to show its nghtness or faimess. 

The ethic of care is not merely silent on this point. As we saw in Chapter One, 

Noddings equates moves towards justification with foolishness (Noddings. 1984, 

p.57). Is Noddings saying that when an execution is just (however she defines 

that). that her ethical ideal is not diminished and when it is unjust, her ethical 

ideal is diminished? What is Iacking in the ethic of care is a definition of justice. 

What makes something just and something unjust in this so-called ferninine 

approach to ethics and moral education? 1 conclude that the care ethic has some 

degree of deductive coherence in that sometimes there is a fit between principle 

and judgement. But it denies that it has pnnciples, or that judgments are 

important. With this denial, care ethicists are weakening their case for the overail 

coherence of their theory. 

The ethic of care also has some degree of explanatory coherence. That is, 

to some extent it seeks to find a fit between its principles, judgements and 

empincal evidence. Noddings wntes that we have perhaps no greater or higher 

duty than to promote the ethical ideal of perfection of others (Noddings, 1984, 

p. 103). In the matter of capital punishment she seeks to gather empincal 

eviâence, to "ask after" the effects of an execution on those directly involved in 

the procedure. Noddings names jurors, judges, jailors, wardens, newspersons, 

ministen, citizens who affirm the sentence, and doctors monitoring the event 

(Noddings, 1984, p.lO1). This is a good start towards meeting the criteria of 

explanatory coherence. but it has certain weaknesses. How is the onecaring to go 
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about compiling and evaluating the data she seeks? What would the oneîaring 

do if the majority of people she names would be very grateful to see the 

condernned depart? Perhaps many will feel conflicted about the whole business, 

feeling pulled in di fferent directions. And how does the onetaring determine 

whose ethical ideals matter? Could she not inquire after the ethical ideals of the 

victims' families. for exarnple? My point is not that the families of the victims 

would uniformly favour execution. Some might have strong convictions that the 

convicted peson should remain alive and in prison or meet some other fate. The 

point is that Noàdings seems to be working from the hypothesis that the ethical 

ideal of anyone involved in an execution is at risk. This may or may not be me, 

but Noddings retreats from making this clairn that she really knows of what 

another's ethical ideal is composed. Noddings writes, 

We cannot define another's perfection; we, as ones-caring, will not even define the principles by 
which he shouId live, nor c m  we prescribe the particular acts he should perform to meet that 
perfection .... we rnust act as one caring to promote that ideal. (Noddings, 1984, p. 102) 

While we have, then. some limited degrees of deductive and explanatory 

coherence, there does seem to be a greater degree of deliberative coherence in 

Noddings' theory. That is. the onetaring does seem to demonstrate a fit between 

principles. judgements and fundamental goals. The goals of the one-caring are to 

maintain and enhance the caring relation and simultaneously promote the ethical 

ideais of oneself and others. In the section on deductive coherence we saw that 

Noddings believes that pariicipating in an execution will diminish her ethical 

ideal. And we saw in the section on explanatory coherence that she "asks after" 

the ethical i&ds of others. She then writes that she does "not wmt CO ask others 
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to do what may àiminish their own ethical ideals", namely participate in an 

execution (Noddings, 1984, p. 102). She must therefore oppose capital 

punishment. So with the exception of the problem narned under explanatory 

coherence (that we don3 have a reliable way to know the state of oiher's ethical 

ideals), there seems to be a good fit here between judgements and goals. If my 

goal is to promote your ethical ideal and that ideal is threatened by your 

participation in an execution. then 1 will oppose the execution. 

Finally, analogical coherence does not play as large a part in Noddings' 

discussion about capital punishment as do the other kinds of coherence. She does, 

reasonably enough, assume a meaningful correspondence between the terms 

"execute" and "kill", writing that she does "not want to kill if there are other 

options open to me" (Noddings, 1984. p.102). But we must not jump to any 

conclusions that the one-caring accepts. for exarnple, the principle that it is wrong 

to kill. She writes that just as she must not hl1 in obedience to a principle. neither 

must she refuse to kill in obedience to a principle. Sometirnes, she says, to remain 

one-caring, 1 might have to kill. (Noddings, 1984. p.102). 

It seems to me that this is a good example of how the moral imperative of 

the care ethic functions as a first pnnciple. 1 would like therefore, to intempt our 

exploration of WRE and Caring and attend to this briefly. Rather than arguing 

against capital punishment on the grounds that it is wrong to kill, Noddings points 

to the fact that she klieves that capital punishment would violate the higher 

order, or most fundamental proposition of the one-caring. As one-caring, she has 

to honour her prime directive to maintain the caring relation. Sometimes the one- 
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c*ng will kill in order to maintain the caring relation (kill the bad guy who is 

threatening a cared-for). Other times, the onesaring will refuse to kill in order to 

maintain relation. (But Noddings does not, interestingly enough, expand on this 

by reasoning that executing a criminal would prevent future relations with the 

condernned as a potential cared-for. Instead, she points to the effects of the 

execution on the ethical ideds of those involved.) At any rate. maintenance of the 

caring relation is the highest goal. It is the cnterion that must be satisfied. Perhaps 

at this point Noddings has in mind a "tuming point" (described and critiqued in 

Chapter One) to explain how the one-ckng decides which action best maintains 

relation. 

Retuming now to the discussion of coherence. and using Thagard's mode1 

in the absence of one offered by Noddings, 1 would Say that it is to some extent 

coherent. In spite of Noddings' clûirns to the contrary, she does strive for 

deductive coherence. The proposition thai one must maintain the caring relation is 

relentlessly repeated in Caring. It is the non-negotiable, uncontestable starting 

place upon which the carhg ethic rests. It is Noddings' first principle. But unlike 

the propositions of geometry or formal logic and quite like ethical proposi~ions. it 

does not always yield easy nor obvious judgements about what we should do. (As 

we saw, the oneîaring may indeed believe that the caring relation is served by 

administenng the lethai injection CO the condemned.) Nevertheless, this principle 

is what the oneîaîing will point to when asked why she or he believes that the 

prisoner should or should not be executed. Nodding's first principle is the source 

of any potentiai coherence within the caring ethic. Without the foundation, the 
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maxim, the tenet, or as Noddings calls it, the "attitude", caring theory falls apart 

and has linle chance for cohcrence. Coherence in caring theory needs to be further 

developed. Adrnitting that it has a fundamental principle would improve its 

overall coherence. 

Why Should Cwe Theory Keep Prineiples? Cautions about 
Unconstrained Care and The Positive Social Functions of Principles 

The Dangers of Unconstrained Care 

Would owning up to its own principle undermine c m  theory in some 

important way? Or would it be helpful to think of care as a kind of principie? 

Martin Hoffman has an appealing view of what principles are and also what a 

principle of care might be like. 'mie principle of caring, like other moral 

principles, does not refer to a particular act. It is an abstraction, a moral 

imperative, a fundamental value, a philosophical ideal. It says that we must 

always consider others" (Hoffman. 2000, p.225). As with dl pnnciples, this one 

does not tell use exactiy what to do in a given situation. One could object here 

that since the principle provides no particular directions, that it is of limited use. 

But the principle of care remains very important to us as we work through what 

we ought to do. It is something to be held in mind as we consider alternatives. 

We try, for example, to find the alternative that best satisfies the care principle, 

without violating other principles, e-g., authenticity, respect for the autonomy of 

other persons, sel f-respect. 

Principles, as conceived of in this thesis, serve to organize our thoughts 

and focus them around a panicularly treasured idea. h his study of the 



psychology of empathy, Martin Hoffman discusses what happens when one 

encounten another in distress. Using the clinical language of psychology, 

Hoffman explains that two things happen. 

Empathic distress is aroused; and one's empathicûlly charged moral principles. dong with their 
cognitive and affective componcnts, are activated. A principle's cognitive component helps one 
to 'decenter' fiom the salient features of the victim's situation, assess the long-term significance of 
the victim's plight, and thus respond with more appropriate ernpathic distress. (Hoffman, 2000, 
p.238) 

The ethic of m e .  as described by Noddings would not easily 

accommodate the "decentering" rnentioned above by Hoffman. Her tripartite 

mode1 of care as described in Chapter One of this thesis maintains that the one- 

caring, in order to remain one-caring, must be engrossed in the cved for and 

expenence motivational displacement towards them while hoping that the care 

will be completed in the cared-for. While Noddings does allow that in some 

instances engrossment and motivational dispiacement bnng revulsion and are 

unthinkable, the main thnisi of her argument is that we are to stay intimately 

attuned to the salient features of the victim's situation (Noddings, 1984, p. 18). 

Perhaps it is at a point like this that Noddings would allow for a "tuming point." 

In Noddings' theory ( and as we saw in Chapter One) tuming points are 

positioned as exceptions, temporary moves away from the default condition of 

engrossment and motivational displacement toward the cared-for. Premature 

switching to the rational-objective mode is seen as the greatest danger to caring 

(Noddings, 1984, p.26) For Noddings, objective thinking is of "limited and 

particular use" (Noddings, 1984, p.26). Writing of Nming points in a style that 

suggests she thinks of them as a necessary evil, Nacidings says, 
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As we convert what we have received from the other into a problern, something to be solved we 
movc away from the other. We clean up his reality. süip it of complex and bothcrsome qualities, 
in order to think it- The other's reality becomes data, stuff to be analyzed, studied, interpreted. 
(Noddings, 1984, p. 36) 

Nodâings follows this rather sad and mechanical description of a tuming 

point with the caveat that "dl this is to be expected and is entirely appropriate. 

provided that we see the essential tuming points and move back to the concrete 

and the personai" (Noddings, 1984. p.36). But still, the language used in the 

description seems to send some kind of message. 1s it not possible to bring Our 

cognitive and emotional faculties to bear on a cared-for's situation and enperience 

it (however vicariously) as fully as we can 'in order to think it'? Could 1 not. as 

oneîaring seek to fully appreciate the cared-for's reality, to compassionately 

study it. honestly interpret its complexity? Could 1 not approach the situation in 

the cared-for's life not as cold data. but as enriching details helping me to 

understand the cared-for and advise her to the best of my ability if appropriate? 1 

am not sure why problem-solving is described in such stede, strained. clinical 

ianguage. 1 suspect that it is. in part, the result of the mis-characterization of the 

relationship between cognition and emotion. 

While some distancing may be desirable so as not to lose ourselves, it 

need not be characterized as so cold. Hoffman believes that unconstrained care, 

while most attractive at first blush, can in some cases be damaging to both the 

cared-for and the one-caring. Hoffman is concemed about empathic over-arousal. 

which he defines as "an involuntary process that occurs when an observer's 

empathic distress becomes so painful and intolerable that it is transfonned in an 



intense feeling of persona1 distress. which may move the person out of empathic 

mode entirely" (Hoffman, 2000, p. 198). Noting C.R. Figley's 1995 study, 

"Coping with Seconâary Traumatic Stress Disorder in Those Who Tnat the 

Traumatized," Hoffman finds that psychotherapists who work with patients who 

have suffered traumas may become so hardened that they cannot be there 

emotionally for the patient, or become so homfied and outraged - vicariously 

traumatized by iheir patients' vivid , sometimes graphic. descriptions of their 

brutal victimization. that they are too paralyzed to help (Hoffman, 2000, p.200). 

Here, engrossrnent - which Noddings holds as essential to care -- has rendered the 

one-caring unfit to attend to the cared-for. 

1 use Hoffman's extreme examples of the dangerous effects of 

unconstrained empathy in spite of the possible objection that Noddings is 

focussing on something "more normal." It is unlikely that Noddings herself would 

consider her theory to apply only to non-threatening, easy, everyday situations. 

Noddings emphasizes that hers is theory of attainable ideals, a theory for this 

world (Noddings, 1984, p. 109). She clearly dws not see Caring as "Caring Lite" 

-- as a work that applies only on sunny days when there is nothing at stake. 

Certainly a new approach to ethics and moral education must speak to situations 

other than those that are easily handled. Regarding distancing, Rosemary Tong 

cautions that forbidding al1 fonns of distancing from those for whom we care 

would impose a severe demand on our psyches. It wouid require us to keep our 

feelings chuming even when they threaten to render us unfit for decision or action 

of any son (Tong. 1982, p.65). 
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Bias 

In addition to its lack of a clear account of its claim to coherence, the 

conflation of d e s  and principles, and its inability to own its own fint principle, 

the care ethic is rnissing an account of the problematic effects of bias in the caring 

relation. Bias, as such, is not mentioned specifically, but is indirectly discussed in 

a positive sense as circles and chains of care. According to Noddings. each 

individual is in the inner, intimate centre of concenuic circles of caring. Moving 

outward are those for whom the individual has personal regard. Other potential 

cared-fors -Noddings uses the man who will one day become her son-in-law and 

future students as exarnples - are linked to those already anchored in inner circles. 

"1 am prepared to care," wntes Noddings, "through recognition of these chains." 

(Noddings, L984. pp.46,47). 

These chains lirnit our obligation to care quite naturally. As one-caring, 

writes Noddings, "1 am not obliged to care for starving children in Africa. because 

there is no way for this caring to be completed in the other unless 1 abandon the 

cving to which 1 am obligated*' (Noddings, 1984, p.86). There is some evidence 

that Noddings is considenng a slight retreat from this extreme position. In a 

review of Elizabeth Spelman's Fruits of S o m w  in Hypatia, Noddings wntes that 

in addition to the "caring for" described in Caring, "we make a step in the right 

direction by caring about" (Noddings, 1998, p. 162). However. as Noddings has 

not yet revisited caring theory with an aim to integrate her new insights on ''caring 

about" into it, 1 am proceeding cautiously with the iexts we do have. 

Noddings writes that we are not obliged to summon the "1 must" of 
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obligation if there is no possibility of completion in the other (Noddings. 1984. 

p.86) Recall from Chapter One that for caring to be genuine, it must be completed 

in. recognized by. the cared-for. In Nodàings' theory. we care for those in our 

imrnediate circle. The one caring, writes Noddings, "always, aiways warns the 

other: Touch not these who are my beloved" (Noddings. 1984. p. 110). 

But Martin Hoffman rerninds us of the well-documented existence of 

farniliarity bias. The umbrella term "familiarity bias" coven the kinds of 

situations that occur because of the great likelihood that a person will empathize 

with and help those who are members of his or her family, ethnic or racial group 

(Hoffman.2000, p.206). Hoffman notes studies documeniing the existence of in- 

group bias. friendship bias. similarity bias. and hen-and-now bias (Hoffman. 

2000. p.206-217). And as Annette Baier cautions. the ethic of c m  is in danger of 

racism and xenophobic tendencies (Baier. 1995, p. LX). These problems of bias 

can be reduced according to Hoffman "when empathy is 'embedded' in a moral 

principle with which it is congruent because this allows empathy to gain structure 

and stability for the principle's cognitive dimension" (Hoffrnan. 2000.p. 14) In 

brief, Hoffman proposes that, 

The cognitive dimensions of a moral principle - inchding its fomd pmperties as a category and 
its semantic meaning - hdps givc stnicture and stabifity to ernpathic affects, which should make 
empathic affects less vulnerable to bias. The cognitive dimension should makc moral affects less 
dependent on variations in inttnsity and saliencc of distrtss cues h m  victims. and thus should 
reduce tendencies toward ernpathic ovcr-arousal (and under-arousal). . . .The cognitive dimension 
should d e  ernpathic affects more likcly to survive in long-term memory. (Hoffman. 2000. p. 
216) 

Perhaps Hoffman's claim ihat the principle-dnven component cm help 

stabilize an individual's ernpathic affect acmss situations speaks directly to 



Noddings' mysterious quality that sways but does not determine as described in 

Chapter One. Recall that Noddings claims that the one-caring's moral life is 

coherent though not consistent. It is swayed, writes Noddings, but not determined, 

by intensity, proximity, and temporal conditions (Noddings, 1984, p.56). Could 

careful consideration of principles not be the factor that prevents the onecaring 

from appearing undependable and capricious? And can we not hold tightly to a 

pnnciple of compassion or care, noting how rigid adherence to it, rather than 

thoughtful consideration of it, can ultimately undemiine the caring relation? 

In this final section of this chapter, we will consider some positive social 

functions performed by pnnciples that care theorists may want to revisit before 

deciding to (or pretending to) do without them. Looking comments by Dewey, 

Nozick, and Smeyen, I hope to further dernonstrate that dismissing principles is 

not consistent with the aims of cue theory. 

John Dewey points to the positive social function of pnnciples. Through 

language, instruction, and tradition, general ideas develop. Through 

intercornmunication, writes Dewey, the "experience of the entire human race is to 

some extent pooled and crystallized into what we cal1 principles" (DeweyJ960, 

p.136). if Dewey is correct t!!at what we value above al1 else are condensed into 

moral principles, it seerns we would require an exceptionally strong argument for 

dismissing moral principles from duty. For to dismiss principles, would in effect, 

be a dismissal of who we are as human beings 

Dewey and Noddings would 1 think, at minimum agree that principles can 

be of some use in seeing patterns and making one's way in the world. They 
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would also agree that they seem to contain their own potential danger. rigidity. 

Dewey, like Noddings. doubts the wisdom of conceiving of the moral life as 

something that can be understood as if it were a mathematical enterprise. Dewey 

claims that this approach tends to "magnify the letter of morality at the expense of 

its spirit, treating it as a legal matter and that it tends to deprive moral life of 

freedom and spontmeity" (Dewey, l96O.p. 138-9). Dewey reminds us that 

expenence shows that the "subordmation of human good to an external and 

formai rule tends in the direction of harshness and cnielty" (Dewey, 1960, p. 105). 

But Dewey does not elevate the emotional component to the status Noddings 

gives it. Reacting to the charge by Carlyle that utilitarianism is a "univenal 

syllabus of sentimental twaddle," Dewey seeks a rniddle ground, writing that 

regard for consequences does not encourage giving away to every sentiment of 

pity and sympathy which is experienced. On the contrary, argues Dewey. 

We should restrain acting upon them (our sentiments) until we have considered what the effect 
will be on human happiness if we give way to them. The emotion of sympathy is morally 
invaluable. But it functions propcrly when used as a principle of refleciion and insight, rather 
han of direct action. Intelligent sympathy widens and deepens our concem for 
consquences.. ..The real defect of sentimentalism is that it fails to consider the consequences of 
acting upon objective well-king; it makes the immediate indulgence of a dominant ernotion more 
important than the results. (Dewey, 1960, p. 107. itdics added) 

For Dewey, a moral principle wams an individual against taking a short or 

p d a i  view of an act; it economizes his thinking by supplying him with the main 

heads by reference to which to consider the bearings of his desires and purposes. 

and it guides hirn in his thinking by suggesting to hirn the important 

considerations for which he should be on the lookout @8wey,1960, p.141). 1s 
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Noddings not asking us to k on the lookout to see if we are maintaining and 

enhancing the caring relation? 1s Noddings* caring imperative, like a moral 

principle, something different from a command to act or to forbear acting in a 

given way? A r d t  Dewey and Noddings both describing a tool for analyzing 

special situations, the nght or wrong king determined by the situation in its 

entirety, and not by the rule as such? (Dewey, 1960, p. 141). Noddings will only 

tell us that the one-caring will always act to preserve and enhance caring in 

henelf and in those with whom she cornes in contact (Noddings, 1984, p.172). 

Specific directives for particular situations are not given. Noddings is asking that 

we aiways be caring, that we consider how Our actions. inaction, policies and 

plans refiect Our care for othen. Though she would likely resist this Imguage. 1 

wonder if she would ultimateiy resist the idea that Caring is a persuasive 

reminder of the need to remember the pnnciple of care. 

Like Dewey, Robert Nozick sees positive functions in the use of 

principles. Among the personal functions of pnnciples, Nozick lists a way of 

defining and identifying oneself over time, giving one's life greater organic unity. 

time-saving, filtering mechanism and symbolic utility. By syrnbolic utility 

Nozick is refemng to the syrnbolic meanings that become part of one's reasons 

for acting ethically. Being ethicai, says Nozick, "is among Our most effective 

ways of symbolizing (a connection to) what we value most highly" (Nozick, 

1993, p.30). Acting ethically could mean many things to an individuai. It could 

king a rationa( creature îhat gives itsclf laws; k i n g  a lamaking rnernber of a kingdom of ends; 
k i n g  an equal source and rtcognizcr of worth and pcrsonality; k i n g  a rational, disintctcstcd, 



unselfish person; king caring; living in accordance with nature; responding CO what is valuable or 
recognizing someone else as a mature of God. (Nozick, 1993, p. 29) 

Nozick also points to the binding function of pnnciples. Other people are 

reassured that we will (usually) overcome ternptations, "personal preferences. 

prejudices and moods of the moment" (NozickJ993, p. 10). We in tum benefit 

from their dependence on us and a kind of social cohesion is maintained. While 

admitting to be on a "persona1 mission to restore the dignity and nobility of 

mason" (Nozick, 1993. p. 180), Nozick twice strays ever so slightly into Noddings' 

temtory. " With people personally close to us," says Nozick, "we can rely upon 

their affection and continuing motivation to produce coordinate actions: with 

others more distant, we rely upon their principled behaviour (Nozick, 1993. p.9). 

Later on and bracketed as an aftenhought Nozick asks, "Might a person cope with 

favoring her own interests not only through principles but also through ernpathic 

interaction with others and imaginative, full projection into their situations" 

(Nozick,1993, p.36)?. It is unfortunate and puuling that Nozick neither takes up 

his own question nor credits Noddings for k ing  the chief architect of the theory 

he anticipates. Nevertheless, it seems that Nozick would allow that such 

imaginative, ernpathic projection would be something used in conjunction with 

principles rather than instead of principles. 

But it is not only reason-enthusiasts who find that principles contribute to 

social cohesion. Agreeing with Bluestein on this matter, care ethics supporter, 

Paul Smeyers writes, 

Even if we opcrated as ethically as we shodd, principled bchaviour would sti1I be important as a 
condition of hannonious social relations and cooperativt activity. Social harmony presupposes 



sume commonality of understanding among the members of a group as to what their rights, 
responsibilities, and prerogatives are, the commonality of understanding is secured through the 
mutual adoption of genetal principles (Bluestein, 97, p.46). Thus even if we uike Enendship as the 
paradigm of a mord relationship, we shodd not suppose that principles are od y usehl in cases 
where and to the extent that a relationship departs from this paradigm ... We can only CO-operate 
with those we can count on, those who do adhere to principles (such as honesty and fidelity) in 
their dealings with us. (Srneyers, 1999, p.240) 

In spite of positioning himself as a defender of Noddings against cntics 

such as Donald Vandenberg, Smeyen seems to go contrary to Noddings here on 

two points. In Can'ng, Noddings repeatedly insists that the ethic of care does not 

rely on principies, but Srneyers sees them as essential in intirnate relations and in 

dealings with the world at large. The ethic of care, according to Noddings. 

requires engrossment, motivational displacement and completion in the cared-for, 

not principle. Circles and chains of potentid care, not principle, link the one- 

caring to the larger community. Given his clear opposition to Noddings on the 

relevance of principles, it is difficult to understand how it is he c m  criticize 

Vandenberg of only paying lip service to what the ethics of care stands for. 

Vandenberg "either does not see the point" of the care ethic, writes Smeyen, "or 

does not want to accept it" (Smeyen, 1999. p.233). Something is amiss when 

those who claim to be penuaded by Noddings characterize the ethic of care in 

precisely the tenns she wants to avoid. 

With Caring. Noddings puis forth, in my opinion, a general principle of 

c m  - do what is required to maintain and enhance c h n g  (Noddings, 1984, p. 

95). She fills this principle out, offering examples of what the onecaring is 

obligated to do. She writes that we are obligated to relieve the pain of others and 

nurture the ethical ideals of others (Noddings, 1984, p. 153,49). in Justice und 

Caring (1999). Noddings wntes at  length about the disastrous effects that 
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educators and policy-maken can have on the lives of children when the 

perspectives of the cared-fors are not adequatel y taken into account. She 

proposes, rightly 1 think, that it is a weakness in liberalism to fail to ask what the 

people effected by such policies really want (Noddings, l9W. p. 18). She writes 

persuasively about remembering the care shown to us and remembering to show it 

unselfishly to others. Caring rerninds us to keep the principle of compassion 

foremost in our mincis. 

In Chapter One of this thesis, 1 clY med that care theory rests on a 

questionable mode1 of consciousness - one that falsely polônzes reason and 

emotion. I questioned Noddings' various criticisms of pnnciples, finding that in 

general, these elements are functioning in her own theory as well. In this chapter, 

1 tried to show that care theory could benefit by accepting the sound distinction 

between niles and pnnciples. 1 proposed that part of the problem might lie in a 

mis-constual of Kohlberg's Stage Six. 1 then consulted the OED and fouiid that 

Nodâings does seem to be malong use of what speakers of the English language 

refer to as principles. My next step was to study Noddings' daim that the moral 

life of the one-caring is coherent. Using Paul l'hagard's mode1 of wide reflective 

equilibrium, sought to discover the source of this coherence. 1 concluded that the 

ethic's overall coherence relies on its unclaimed first principle. I invoduced the 

work of Martin Hoffman to point to the dangers of unconsvained care, including 

vicarious traumatization and farniliarity bias and noted that embedding care in a 

principle can help reduced the negative effects. Next 1 included Dewey's account 
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of the benefits and dangers inherent in the use of principles. 1 pointed to Robert 

Nozick's and Paul Smeyer's praise of moral pnnciples for the good of the 

individual as well as for social relationships. If not actually convincing, 1 hope to 

have planted some suspicion in the reader's mind that Noddings is actually 

relying on pnnciple of care in her theory. The question for Chapter Three is: What 

cm Caring offer to the victimized - whether exploited in the world at large or in 

intimate relationships? What are the results in the real world if the most important 

"aim", or "tenet", or "attitude", or "pnnciple" of a person is to maintain the caring 

relation? 
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Cha~tet  3 
The One-Can'np in the WG~M 

In the opening chapter we saw that the very characteristics Noddings 

associates with principles and subsequentl y devalues, actuall y perform important 

functions within her own ethic. 1 suggested that because the care ethic suffers 

frorn an unquestioning acceptance of the distinction between reason and emotion. 

it is based on a faulty conception of consciousness. Pointing to Locke. Dewey, 

Grimshaw, and others, 1 found that the ethic of care weakens itself by conflating 

rules and principles. We saw that without principles, the ethic of care cannot 

genuinely claim to be coherent. I sought to acknowledge the dià , ;ers of rote nile- 

following and to demonstrate the positive social functions that pnnciples can 

have. In this chapter. 1 look at the ethic of care as it applies in the real world. 

Whereas the previous chapter used the example of capital punishment, this 

chapter centres on the problems of exploitation and violence. How does caring, 

what Noddings calls the "ferninine approach to ethics and moral education," fare 

as something to adhere to or guide us in our daily lives? 

In the preceding chapters, 1 have, 1 hope, thrown suspicion on Noddings' 

claim to have side-stepped moral principles. In this concluding chapter, 1 change 

my method of engagement with Caring somewhat. Instead of pressing the issues 

of what pnnciples are and explonng what roles they might play in the care ethic, 1 

attempt here to capture the caring relation in action. With the permission of the 

author, 1 discuss the story of the moral theorist Barbara Applebaum's mother, 

Malka. I fiat address Malka's situation at the personal level of intimate 



relationships and argue that the ethic of care does more darnage here than g d .  

Secondly, 1 look at Malka's story through the lens of larger political issues. Hen 

again, 1 argue that someone committed to the "ferninine approach to ethics and 

moral education" is incapable of addressing matters of human rights and justice. 

The One-Caring in Intimate Relationships 

In her published response to an article on kindness by Steve Broidy, 

Barbara Applebaum is concerned that ail kind acts are assumed to be rnorally 

correct ones and that kindness is  assumed to always be good, to always be 

desirable (Applebaum, 1998, p.2). Applebaum penuasively argues thnt kindness 

must not be championed without consideration of its social and political context. 

She offers a short persona1 story about her mother, which 1 include below in its 

entirety: 

Little Malka, the oldest of three sisters living in a srnall Poiish village in the 1930's. was always 
taught to be kind and gentle. She wasn't explicitly taught these virtues but, rather, absorbai them 
from obsewing her compiissionate mother who, for example, often baked extra loaves of bread to 
distribute to needy familics in the village. Little Malka and her sisters were so kind that they 
couldn't hurt a fîy - literally. When a large watcrbug crawled into their living room after a spring 
rain, Malka and her sisters nudged it gently into a glass and returned it to the gardcn. But life 
wasn't always so kind to Mdka. Years later, the man she married, who she thought was kind and 
gentle. began exploiting her kindness. "Would you like dinner, honey?" would get an abrupt 
negative response as her husband would plop himself down on the sofa in front of the T.V. with a 
beer. Tears would well up in Mdka's eyes but she would think, "He's tired, he needs to relax." 
After 40 years, the abuse increased and physical violence sometimes accompanied the verbal 
deprecation. Yet Malka continued to excuse hirn, "He's like that because of the concentration 
camps. He doesn't mean to be cruel." (Applebaum, 1998, p.3) 

In their study of domestic violence in the United States, Ferraro and 

Johnson (1983) found that women who stayed in abusive nlationships employed 

various rationahaiions to excuse the abuse. When reading this materiai one is 

reminded of Noddings' claim that we are responsible for numiring the ethical 



i&als of others and Barbara Houston's concern that if the c m  ethic were taken as 

an accurate description of how women ihink it rnight explain why they stay in 

abusive relationships. Houston wntes that Noddings seems to have "captured 

what it is that often induces a kind of moral paralysis in the one-caring in 

situations where she needs to act to protect herself: we feel responsible for the 

moral goodness of those who abuse us. exploit us, harm us" (Houston, 1990. p. 

116). Fcr Houston, there is a danger in emphasizing care over other values such 

as autonomy. justice. mutuality and respect for persons (Houston, 1990, p. 1 18). 

Caring, says Houston. "is not an ethic that can stand alone" (Houston. L990, p. 

One of the rationalizations the women in the Ferraro and Johnson study 

used (it was found that they often employed two or more, simultaneously or over 

time) was labeled by the researchers. "the appeal to the salvation ethic." The 

researchers wnte that. 

[tlhis rationdization is grounded in a woman's desire to be of service to othen. Abusing husbands 
are viewed as deeply troublai, pcrhaps "sick." individuals, dependent on their wives' nunurance 
for swvival. Battereâ women place their own safety and happiness below their comrnitment to 
"saving my man" fiom whatevet malady they perccive as the source of their husband's 
problems ....( T)hey assume responsibility for heIping their partners' pathology. Abuse musc be 
endured while helping the man return to his "normal" self. (Ferraro and Johnson. 1983, p. 325- 
339) 

The women in the study clearly felt responsible for the moral well-king of their 

abusers. Note the quotations below from two different women in the study. 

I thought 1 was going to be Florence Nightengaie. He had so much potentid; 1 could see how good 
he really was, and 1 was going to savc him. 1 thought that 1 was the only thing keeping him going, 
and that if 1 left he'd lose his job and wind up in jail. I'd make excuses to everybody for him. I'd 
cal1 work and lie when he was ârunk, saying he w;rs sick. 1 never criticized him, because he 
needeâ my approvai. 

He's sick. He didn't used to be this way, but he can't handle alcohoi. It's r d l y  like a disease, 



k i n g  an alcoholic .... 1 think too that this is what he saw a t  home, his father is a very vioIent man. 
and an dcoholic too, so it's really not his fault, because this is al1 he's ever known. 

In addition to the appeal to the sdvation ethic, Ferraro and Johnson found 

five other common rationalizations. These are: the denial of the victimizer, the 

denial of injury, the denial of victimization. the denial of practical and emotional 

options and the appeal to higher loyaiiies. The researchers conclude that 

rationalizing the violence inhibits a sense of outrage and efforts to escape abuse 

(Ferraro and Johnson, 1983. p. 325-339). A care ethic which does not address this 

directly and intelligently seems to me to be of little use. 

The Domestic Abuse Intervention Project has developed a widely-used 

visual mode1 of the factors involved the abuser's worldview. This "Power and 

Control whee18" depicts the system of abuse. Power and conuol rire at the centre 

of the wheel. motivating the behaviours. Physical abuse is on the very outer layer 

of the wheel. Tt is what is most visible to outsiders. But in the hub of the wheel are 

8 sub-sections which may not appear in every abusive relationship. or may appear 

at different times in a relationship. These less visible factors are: 

using intimidation 
using ernotional abuse 
using isolation 
minirnizing, denying and blaming 
using childrcn 
using male privilege 
using economic abuse 
using coercion and threats (DAP. 1999) 

Perhaps anticipating the cnticism that the cared-for might be obnoxious or 

worse. Noddings writes that the cared-for may expect others to be engrossed in 

' ~ o w e r  and Control Wheel Copyright 1999 Minnesota Program Development, Inc. All rights reservcd. 
dittp-Jlduluth-mo&l.orgldaippcc.hun> May 26,2001. Used with permission. 



him. The enomously self-centred cared-for rnight spontaneously share his 

âelights and interests (usually a sign of a successful caring relation) to promote 

his own ego (Noddings, 1984, p.77). It is possible. offers Noddings, 

[fjor the one-ciuing in such a relation to be genuinely one-caring and for the one-to-be-cared-for to 
behave very like a genuine c d - f o r  even though there is no recognition of the caring. In cases 
like this, the one-caring rnay eventdly realize her irrelevance and withdraw. (Noddings, 1984. 
p.77) 

In further response to her critics, Noddings claims, 

Women in abusive relations need others to support hem - care for them. One of the best forms of 
support would be to sunound the abusive husband with toving models who would not tolerate 
abuse in their presence and would strongly disapprove of it whenever it occurred in their absence. 
Such models could support and re-educate the woman ris well, heiping her to understand her own 
self worth. (Noddings, 1990, p. 125) 

This surround-by-love and ovenvhelm-with-care solution is hombly 

naive. As Joan Tronto argues, 

Nodding's response reveds an ignorance of the nature of domestic violence: chat abusive 
husbands delibentely isolate themselves and their wives fiom others, that victims are often 
secretive about the fact that they are abused, that abusers often do not think of themselves as 
abusers. (Tronto, 1994, p. 160) 

Perhaps most disturbing, Noddings seems to indirectly blarne the victirns 

in cases of domestic violence. Writing of people who see themselves exclusively 

as onestaring (rather than also as cared-fors) as victims of domestic violence are 

prone to do, Noddings explains that. 

[njonc of us gws through life with an indelible stamp "carer" permanently affixed. Indeed, those 
who try to claim to do this pervert the concept because they clearly fail to receive the conternpt, 
mentment, and misery of the many who encounter them. They piod on, martyr-like, actually 
compting those they "care for". (Noddings, 1990, p. 123) 

1s Noddings not aware that victirns of abuse do much more than receive 

the contempt and resentmeni directed at them? They intemalize it and blame 

themselves for their failure to care better. It is unfathomable to me that Noâdings 

could be aware of the complexities of domestic violence and still recommend a 



"love bomb" approach to the problern. Her example of caring role models clearly 

misses the mark when it cornes to the psychoiogy of an abuser. An abuser will 

usually not hit his partner in public or when friends &op by because he is aware 

that society condemns such behaviour. And as the Power and Conuol Wheel 

illustrates, physical violence is only one of the various strategies that abusers use 

to dorninate their partners. Noddings' solution of calling on caring role models 

who "strongly disapprove" needs funher development since it is unlikely that an 

abuser will be transformed by knitted eyebrows and folded arms. 

Claudia Card is concemed that Noddings' "care ethic threatens to include 

too much by valorizing relationships that clearly exploit carers" (Card, 1990. p. 

LOS). If part of caring is to become engrossed in the cared-for's aspirations, 

valuations, and achievements. what prevents one-caring from helping an abusive 

cared-for from becorning a better abuser? Card's concem is that the care ethic, 

does not explicitly include the idea of valuing individuals for themselves. Motivational 
displacement is not the same. We can trike up the perspectives of others out of sheer necessity for 
survival, the necessity to anticipate othen' n d s  in order to be a good servant or slave, for 
example. Women leam well to do this with men; slaves have learned well how to do it with 
masters. To be the vduers that ethical caring requires we n d  to preserve in ourselves, as well as 
value in others, a certain spirituiti integrity. Otherwise, we risk becorning simply tools or 
extensions of others. With a capacity for 'motivational displacement' - receiviag others into 
oneself - but lacking integrity as a self who chooses and rejects relationships, one is in danger of 
dissolving into a variety of personalities, changing one's colours (or values) like a chamelcon in 
changing environmcnts. Women know this danger intimately, as does anyone whose petsonal 
safety has regularly depended upon how well they were able to 'receive others into thernselves.' 
(Card, 1990, p. 107) 

Card is not alone in her criticism that the ethic of care reinforces abusive 

relationships. Much of the critique of Caring in the Hypatia symposium (1990) 

dealt with the abuse problem. But the question of why care theory is so vulnerable 

to this charge is in need of further analysis. The main thnist of this thesis has 



been that the care theory opens itself unnecessarily to a host of problems by 

refusing to ncognize its dependence on the traditional categories of ethics and 

philosophy. It instead expends much energy trying to convince us that it is an 

alternative to ethics. But here 1 would like to add another dimension to my 

critique. In addition to its unconvincing repudiation of pnnciples, the care ethic 

suffers from an uncritical snuggling up to what is king called "relational 

ontology." 

Relational Ontology: A Normatively Charged Metaphysics? 

Relational ontology, according to Noddings, "posits the fundamental and 

creative role of relation" (Noddings, 1990, p. 124). Positioning relational ontology 

as an alternative to the "highly inâividualistic ontology of masculinist science and 

philosophy". Noddings blames this tradition for a "host of dichotomies and 

pseudo-problems: egoism/altruism, subject/object, the 'problem' of other rninds. 

the continuing self' (Noddings, 1990, p. 124). Noddings rejects the objection that 

there cm be no relation without prier elements to be related. Her answer to this is 

that relation creates new, exciting, and more wonderful entities, "something 

qualitative1 y di fferent from the elements that entered it" (Noddings, 1990, p. 124). 

Caring, writes Noddings, rejects the notion of ontological othemess and invites us 

to participate in the creation of new relational selves (Noddings, 1990, p. 124). 

Another proponent of relationai ontology, Heeson Bai, believes that caring 

will not flourish white we regard ourselves as "substantively separate from the 

other" (Bai,1999, p.6). According to Bai, 

The self dynamicaily fiows into, out of, and with the other, creatively assuming a complex 



polymorphous sense of agency. It is not the simple sense of agency wherein the subject (the self) 
does something to its object (the other).. ..I now claim that moral caring as a flow of attention, 
concem, love and compassion would be generously affordeû in the fiuid dynamics of self-other 
continuity. Conversely, the flow of mord caring would be naturally checked or even blocked in 
the seif that perceives itself as categorically separate from the other. (Bai.1999, p.7) 

We cannot know for certain how Barbara Applebaum's father conceived 

of her mother. Perhaps he experienced Mal ka as total1 y continuous with hirnself, 

and extension of hirnself, an appendage. Or perhaps he thought she was stnctly an 

outsider, a foreign object. The point is that an abuser may sometimes feel 

continuous and sometimes separate - and that fact may have nothing whatsoever 

to do with the fact that they abuse. Conversely, an abuser's assumptions about the 

relation between self and other can provide him or her with a foundation for 

abuse. 1s it not possible that feeling continuous with another encourages certain 

kinds of abuse? If I hate myself -- so much so that 1 am compelled to act on my 

immense self-loaihing -- and I find you to be fundamentally nlated to me. why 

should I refrain from inflicting pain on you? We are, after dl, family. 

This recognition that we are, in the main, the ongoing creations of each 

other, does not disturb my point that "positing the fundamental and creative role 

of relation" contributes nothing conclusively good nor bad to morality. 1 would 

caution against confusing the "it is better to unselfish than selfish" claim with 

arguments about individual and relational ontology. 

Such a premature conclusion about the goodness resulting from relation is 

found in Ann Diller's writing on pluralisms in education. Diller explores a 

segment of Curing wherein Noddings describes her improved disposition towards 

a colleague after hearing him vividly discuss his feelings about his wartime 



experiences. Noddings writes "1 feel what he says he felt. 1 have been invaded by 

this other. Quite simply. I shall never again be completely without regard for him" 

(Noddings. 1984. p.3 1). 

From this moving vignette, Diller jumps to conclusions about 

engrossment's and perhaps relational ontology's normative power. Once we 

begin practising engrossment, claims Diller, "transformations occur" @iller, 

1992. p.3). A new understanding alters the landscape, she writes. "it lessens the 

power of differences to build barrien and to maintain fences of disregard' @iller. 

1992, p.3 italics added). It is not clear whether or not this is an example of a 

relational ontology at work. We c m  imagine the two participants as 

fundamentally related. connected by a web, or network, aware of their standpoints 

in relation to each other and still not necessady see an increase in caring. For 

example, in her work investigating the strengths and limitations of respect-for- 

persons as a moral pnnciple, Lorraine Code attempts to show that it is important 

to know other people responsibly and well if one is to act justly toward them. But 

Code writes that she will not claim that knowing people well automatically results 

in just action and good care (Code, 1995, p.84). 1 submit that while 

transformations Diller has in mind may occur (although they may not). it remains 

unclear why these transformations are assumed to be positive. At the most. a 

relational ontology dissolves the fence. It does not necessarily dissolve the 

negative disregard. 

And what of Maika? She and her sisters felt so connected and continuous 

with ail living things around hem that they showed compassion and concern for 



the lowly waterbug. In what way would a "polyrnorphous sense of agency" help 

someone such as Malka? 1 am stmggling hen with how engrossrnent in her 

husband, the displacement of her own motive energy to her husband's ends. 

serves Malka. She would be successful, according to Noddings, as one-caring if 

she felt joy observing him happily engaged in his own projects - ignoring his 

wife, except to be cruel to her. What is the benefit for Malka to set aside her "own 

existing beliefs, values, entitlements, assumptions, commitments, needs and 

expectations in order to imaginative1 y enter and appreciate her husband' s 

situation" (Thompson, 1992, p.2,3)? 

Unfonunately, Noddings does not explain how relational ontology 

produces caring. She does tell us that rooted as it is in relation. joy is the basic 

human affect (Noddings, 1984, p.6). She wriies further that joy often accompanies 

a realization of our relatedness and it is the recognition of Our relatedness that 

induces the affect we cal1 joy (Noddings, 1984, p.132). She does not seek to show 

how or why joy necessarily arises from connection with others. The only clue she 

offen is to claim that since Sartre posits anguish as the inevitable result of 

fundamental aloneness, joy must be the result of Our fundamental relatedness 

(Noddings. 1984, p.133). Noddings wntes, "[Wlhen 1 am alone, either because 1 

have detached myself or because circumstances have wrenched me free, 1 seek 

first and most natunlly to re-establish my relatedness" (Noddings, 1984, p.5 1). 

She continues this description. 

If 1 chop away at the chah that bind me to loved others, asserting my Freedom, I move into a 
wildcrness of strangers and lomliness, leaving khind al1 who catc for me and even, perhaps, my 
own self. 1 am not naturaily alone. I am naturally in a relation h m  which I derive nourishrnent 
and guidance. (Noddings, 19û4, p.5 1) 



Now, instead of individual vs. relational ontology being equated with selfishness 

vs. unselfishness, hen they are mapped ont0 loneliness and isolation vs. nurture 

and secuity. There seems to be little room in the eihic of care for the possibility 

of blissful solitude or joy in independence. Similady, there is no awareness of the 

possibility of smothering and suffocating relationships. I rernind the reader that 1 

am not making a case for atomistic individudism. My point is that it is part of the 

human experience to feel connection and disconnection and that these experiences 

are not necessarily respectively positive and negative. Therefore, if  joy is the 

result of connection, clearly the rnechanisms of how we get to this happy 

conclusion need to be further explicated. 

Sally Haslanger has warned that it would be a mistake to assume that there 

is no feminist engagement with metaphysicsg. Still, it does not seem that this 

engagement has found a stable home in care ethics -- yet. Rather than speak to the 

nature. constitution and structure of reality, "relational ontology" seems to be 

reducible to the quality of king unselfish rather than selfish, or identifying 

oneself as social. For as Jean Keller explains, relational means "being 

relationship-oriented" and this means that the one-caring "conceives of herself 

and thinks about the world around her in terms of the relationships in which she is 

involved" (Keller, 1997, p.5). 

The point that the c m  ethic may reinforce abusive relationships has. as 1 

have noted, been made well by others. What 1 want to add is that the care ethic 

. 

Haslanger begins to stake out the temtory of a feminist rnetaphysics in 'Teminism and Metaphysics: Negotiating 
the Naturai" at dittp-Jlwww.mi~du/-shaslan8/fmnn.html>. In this picce, Haslanger dso w a m  that not a11 feminists 
embrace such a project Haslanger writes, ''Once after f gave a presentation at an APA meeting on socid 



weakens itself with its hasty and uncriticai embrace of relational ontology. 1 am 

not arguing that there is anything wrong with relational ontology. And 1 certainly 

would not argue that it would be wrong to try to articulate such an ontology as 

carefully as possible. The problem, as 1 see it. is the tendency to draw normative 

conclusions about logical relationships. Hoping, 1 would guess, to ground the 

caring appmach in something, rather than letting it hang in the wind like mere 

wishful thinking, care theorists are asking from relational ontology for something 

it cannot produce. That things are interrelated is a fine metaphysical principle 

worthy of interrogation. But that love. care, or compassion is the result of 

recognition of interrelation is a hastily made, undemonstrated conclusion. If there 

is more to relational ontology than experiencing oneself as continuous with others 

and if that "more" has moral implications. this needs to be demonstrated rather 

than assumed. 

The One-Caring as Global Citizen 

The consequences of abiding by the "feminine approach to ethics and 

moral education" are not limited to the penonal sphere. Without pnnciples (and 

by that 1 mean without the pnctice of articulating, interrogating and negotiating 

moral principles), without even provisional conceptions of justice and injustice, 

and without a way to stand back from our imrnediate lives and look at culture, 

local and global patterns of behaviour, the one caring neutralizes her or his own 

power as an agent of change. The onecaring, as he is desfnbed in Caring, is not 

-p. 

construction, 3 noted senior feminist approached me and said, 'You are clearly very sman, and very feminist. so 
why are you wasting your timc on this stuff?"' (Haslangm. 2000, p. 1) 



a global citizen or active participant in society. He remains forever immersed in 

serving the caring relation. To rny rnind, this is not an attractive option. And in 

this world. not in a utopian fantasy world inhabited exclusively by compassionate 

egalitarians. it is women and girls who stand to suffer more by forfeiting their 

seats in the places of power. 

Joan Keller expresses the tenor of this complaint against the care ethic 

succinctly, writing that 

[claring is inculcated in girls and women through socialization processes that curb their ambitions 
and abilities. make them excessively dependent on the approbation of others and induce them to 
over-identiFy with the goals of others to the neglect of their own. (Keller, 1997, p. 1 )  

In her Femininity and Domination , Sandra Lee Bartky (1990) warns that 

feminist thinkers. such as Noddings, who extol women's nunurance paradoxically 

position themselves with social conservatives. While their motives differ - 

conservatives want to defend the sexual status quo while feminists want to raise 

women's status by properly vaiuing women's emotional work - both "ignore the 

possibility that women may suffer moral darnage in the doing of emotional 

labour" (Bartky. 1990, p. 118). In an endnote of her book. Bartky writes that she is 

impressed with Noddings* work with the exception that it contains no analysis of 

the effects on the moral agent of uncompensated cûnng. (Bartky. 1990, p. 137n). 

Similari y. commenting on the story of her mother Maika, Barbara 

Applebaum writes that in some cases, kindness can be harmful. Kindness. she 

says, "may camouflage inequalities and. thus. rather than promote and maintain 

democracy, may thwart its development" (Applebaum. 1983, p.3). Applebaum is 

not alone in her concem about caring's lack of politicai teeth. Jennie Ham 

Hindmarsh also fin& the care ethic to "represent a form of political naivete often 



evident in constructivist positions" (Harre Hindrnarsh. 1994, p.93). Barbara 

Thayer-Bacon likewise believes that "caring cannot address large-scale or macro 

social situations. and that uying to maintain a paiticuldst perspective obscures 

the large-scale social context in which these caring relations are embeddedt' 

(Thayer-Bacon, 2000, p.28). 

As well. as it stands, the ethic of care silences itself on matten of public 

policy. The one-caring is firmiy planted in the domestic sphere. Noddings rejects 

"the notion of universal caring" on the grounds that it is "impossible to actualize 

and leads us to substitute abstract problem solving and mere talk for genuine 

caring" (Noddings. 1984, p. 18). This aversion to problem-solving means that 

ones-caring will abstain from bringing a care perspective to bear on questions of 

human rights, law and foreign policy. Donald Vandenberg has compiled a list of 

theorists who are concemed about this point. Wntes Vandenberg, 

Noddings seems unaware that feminism hm been rightiy critical of a division of social life into 3 

public redm where justice, equality, cornpetition and contractual obligations prevail and a private 
redm of intimacy, panidity, and nurturance (Crosswaite, 1993, p. 12) As Beverly Hanison says. 
'A wise ethic ptotests the moral myopia of any ethical theory incapable of integrating world 
historical data into its rinalysis (1985, p.109) ... .This explains [Noddings'] difficulty in caring for 
distant strangers, unlike cating people who support Amnesty International and the United Nations 
covenants of human rights that expresses caring in terms hat are universal in the cosmopolitan 
sense, ernbodying cosmopolitan altmism (Galston, 1993). or who accept 'universal solidarity' 
expressed in international efforts to care for famine and flood victims. (Taylor, 199 1, p. lû4) 
(Vandenberg, 1996, p.260) 

The aversion to abstraction and problem-solving also blinds the care ethic 

to the possibilities of consensual problem-solving processes. Fisher, Ury, and Fry, 

of the Harvard Negotiation Roject, for exarnple, have developed an alternative to 

conventional positional bargaining. They want to get away h m  a mode1 of 

negoiiation that only offers a choice between hard bargaining (demand 



concessions as a condition of the relationship, the participants are enemies) and 

soft bargaining (make concessions to cultivate the relationship. the participants 

are friends). Instead, they promote "pnncipled negotiation." Used around the 

world as a fundamental starting place for family mediations, business disputes. 

and intemationd conflicts. this conflict-resolution strategy involves the following 

four principles: 1) separate the people from the problem, 2) focus on interests, not 

positions. 3) invent options for mutual gain, and 4) insist on using objective 

cnteria (Fisher. Ury and Patton, 199 1). 

Would the onecaring balk at the first principle, insisting that she cannot 

view the problem qua problem since she must attend to the cared-for? In general, 

how does the one-canng conduct himself in conflicts and arguments? How can he 

address which principles should govern whatever negotiations he is involved in if 

he does not believe in the concept of principles at dl? How will he approach 

larger conflicts? In what way can the one-caring evaluate domestic and foreign 

policy issues if he cannot narne or defend some basic principles? 

How are we to deal with conflict locally and globally? Noddings is clearly 

right that it is impossible to be on personal and intimate terms with everyone - for 

an epistemic quagmire awaits those who daim to know their closest friends and 

even themselves. But what does the onecaring do when confronted with the fact 

of massive global problems? Pertiaps as Lorraine Code suggests, it will require an 

educated imagination'* to keep the one-caring from retreating into intimate circles 

'O Code is borrowing the phrase "educated imagination" h m  Northrop Frye (1983.1998). For Frye. the imagination 
is aroused when the inteilect and emotions are engaged in the sarne activiîy. "so there's no longer any real distinction 



and preveni the parochialism and moral paralysis regarding global issues to w h k h  

the onecaring is subject. Code writes that, 

(t)he very impossibility of knowing everyone intimately and well points to the cognitive and moral 
importance of an cducatd imagination as a way for moral agents to move empathetically beyond 
instances they have taken the trouble to know well CO other, apparently related instances. (Code, 
1995, p.93) 

The point here is that while Code allows that categorizations and 

classifications of people are sometimes useful and accurate (as in statistical data). 

she ultimately judges that they produce "a cognitive and moral laziness on the 

part of those who employ them" (Code, 1995, p. 101). 1 would respond to Code by 

asking whether or not we can use our imaginations in rnorally active and 

responsible ways rûther than mordly lazy ways. It is not always the case, as Code 

implies. that we have "taken the trouble" io know some "instances" and not 

"taken the trouble" to know othen. Al1 seem to agree that it is mathematically 

impossible to know everyone's name in one's own city, never mind the world. 

The mere neutral fact of Our multitude, Our sheer numbers, means that even if we 

are brirnming with compassion and gwd will, we will nonetheless have to 

consider some (and in fact, most) people in the abstract. 

1s it necessary to conclude that when we do compile data, attempt to 

formulate codes of ethics, work toward a concept of international human rights, or 

develop policies that serve humanitarian aims that we are king unkind by virtue 

of our abstraction? For example, how does the onecaring respond when he reads 

that "the world as a whole produces enough food to feed its six billion people yet 

between hem" (Frye, 1W8, p.4). Educating the imagination involves the whole person. It docsn't just train the mind, 
writes Frye, "it's a social and moral developmcnt too" (r:ryc, 1998, p. 66). Thus Code, via Frye, joins the movement 
discussed in chapter one away h m  the sharp distinction betwecn cognition and emotion. 



over 20% of the world's population live in absolute poveny" (Smith, 1999. 

p. 114)? What does the one-caring Say to the fact that a "child bom in the 

industrialized world adds more to consumption and pollution over his or her 

lifetime than do 30 -50 children bom in developing countries" (Smith, 1999. 

p. 1 13)? The one-caring, according to Noddings, does not resort to speaking about 

principles and propositions in terms such as justification. faimess, and 

justice(Noddings. 1984, p. 1.). The oneîaring, says Noddings, would ask for more 

information. Ideally, continues Noddings, "we need to talk to the participants, to 

see their eyes and facial expressions, to receive what they are feeling" (Noddings. 

1984. p.2,3). This seems to me to be a wholly inappropnate response to the 

problems of global hunger, poverty and inequality. 

1 would ask c m  theorists to reclaim their place at the table. to reclaim 

their nght to use abstraction and hypothetical dilemmas - infonned and enriched 

by the concrete, and attentive to the possibilities of ovenimplification and 

misapplication. As Joan Tronto argues, the "pamhialism that plagues the cue 

ethic can be eased by connecting care to a theory of justice and cornmitment to 

dernocracy" (Tronto, 1994, p. 17 1). These practices require an ability to 

generalize, abstract and think about justice and univenals. 1 recoil from a vision 

that leaves feminists, anti-racists and other anti-oppression, social justice activists 

moraliy paralyzed and out of places of power where they might influence policy 

and affect changes in the lives of na1 people for fear of "tming away from the 

concrete." In a world of oppression, domination. and exploitation, a strong public 



voice holding the principle of care forth is needed to check rampant economic 

interests. short-sighted social policy. and systemic bigotry. 

Rehabilitating the Care Ethic 

Jean Keller attempts to respond to the challenges of the care ethic outlined 

above. She does this, not by claiming that critics have misread Noddings. but by 

taking the critiques senously and beginning a revision of the care ethic. To begin, 

Keller believes that the ethic can be strengthened by raising the status of 

autonomy. Rather than asserting the pnmacy of fundamental relation over 

fundamental autonomy, Keller conceives of these goods as k ing  mutual and CO- 

arising. Autonomy, wntes Keller. is one human good, and the ability to make and 

sustain connections with othcrs is another. Both. continues Keller, are necessary 

for a full and rich human life (Keller, 1997, p.2). And while Keller does not use 

the phrase, nor explicitly develop a theory of "relational ontology". she does 

want to retain the relational aspect of the care ethic, using the phrase "autonomy 

in relation". Accepting Diana Meyen' conception of autonomy as a competency. 

Keller writes that the care ethic requires an account of the kinds of "cognitive, 

imaginative, and affective abilities necessary to evaluate possible courses of 

action" (Keller. 1997. p.4). This account should be reconcilable with an 

understanding of the self as relational" and must be feasible in the sphere of 

interpersonal relations. By this. Keller means that the care ethic should include an 

understanding of the social conditions which underlie and support the 

" Keller does not connect the c m  ethic to a theory of relational ontology. For her. it is a mattcr of redizing that one 
is always in relation to others. 



development of autonomy. And finally, the care ethic would retain a conception 

of moral li fe in which relationship-oriented values are deemed important (Keller, 

While Keller clearly admires a care ethic which values relations, she is 

troubled by the exclusive other-orientation of the values attributed to care ethics. 

By acknowledging "no values that might impose constraints on such central care 

ethics' values as 'maintain relation' and 'respond to need'. care ethics would 

seem to consider dl failure to promote these two values as a moral failure." 

(Keller, 1997, p.5). Integrity, self-respect and moral autonomy are suggested as 

values needed to correct the perceived imbalances in the care ethic. 

Perhaps the correction to the care ethic that is the most satisfying is 

Keller's extension of Meyen' undentanding of autonomy as partly dialogical and 

partly individual. It begins to address the concems raised above that relation 1s 

almost uni forml y considered positive in care ethics. Argues Keller, 

Conceiving of autonomy as a dialogscal process helps to distinguish which aspects of autonomy 
can be shard and which must bc exercised by the autonomous person alone. Although a friend 
may help one make an autonomous decision by weighing various solutions, it is up to the agent 
done to be attuned to self-referential responses such as shame and pride; to critically examine 
those responses; and to determine whether a piuticular course of action is or is not consonant with 
self-respect. A friend who tries to answer these questions for the agent has overstepped her 
bounds. Rathcr than facilitating the agent's autonomy, at this point the fnend precludes it by 
clairning to know and express the agent's values for her. (Keller, 1997, p.7) 

Keller anticipates a more comprehensive account of how relationships both 

require and place constraints on the autonomy of the c m  agent (Keller, 1997, 

p.8). But for now we at least have the recognition that a) autonomy in and of itself 

is not antithetical to care, b) that it need not necessady be conceived of as a way 

of k ing  which is distinct h m  relatedness, and that c) pressing relatedness when 

autonomy is more appropriate is not consistent with our cornmon understanding 



of caring. 

Noddings and other care theorists have succeeded in drawing our attention 

to the absence of an account of compassion and care in traditional justice based 

ethical theory. In Caring. Noddings tums the tables by placing care at the centre 

and marginalizing other principles including justice. This is an important exercise 

because the principles and values associated with women such as receptivity and 

responsiveness have k e n  neglected. devalued or made invisible. Clearly only a 

defective account of moraiity would pretend that the affective relationships 

beiween persons are irrelevant. Yet is not a matter of fighting over which 

principle -justice or cm - is or should be at the heart of the ethical enterprise. 

The principle of justice is indispensable. The principle of care is likewise 

indispensable. Ii seems to me that it is rather pointless to argue about which one 

we reaily do without. which one is essential and which one is a luxury. 1 would 

submit that quality human life, in al1 cultures. requires reflection on and 

cornmitment to boih of these pnnciples. 

Sumrnary and Conclusion 

In Chapter One. 1 sought to introduce Noddings' theory of care, describing 

the tripartite structure of the carhg relation: motivational displacement, 

engrossment. and recognition by the cared-for. 1 defended rny right to use 

empirical evidence to try to ground Noddings' "tuming points", in which the one- 

caring may use his rational rnind for limited times and especiaily at the right 

times. 1 found that this i&a rests on an outmoded mode1 of consciousness. Caring 



theory employs a mode1 of consciousness that ignores the significant interplay 

between the amygdala and the neocortex and therefore between ernotion and 

cognition -- in moral attitudes. nasoning and behaviour. 

Next 1 tried to determine the source of Noddings' resistance to principles 

by teasing apart and studying the specific elements which she finds offensive. 

These are the elements with which Noddings negatively correlates with 

principles. 

* justification 
i, universalizabiltiy 
@ ambiguityhmbivalence 
0 abstraction 
a masculinity 

The first four of these 1 found to be present and operating strongly within the 

theory of care, weakening Noddings' clairn that she has built an ethic without 

them and suggesting that she does not actually find them problematic. The charge 

of masculinity seemed to be reduciblc to a reaction to the sexist baggage that 

accompanies many concepts, including rationality. Taking male bias in ethics, in 

philosophy, and in most human endeavours, as a sad historical fact, 1 was not able 

to determine what specifically about pnnciples is male. 

In Chapter Two, 1 pointed to the distinction between rules and principles 

and concluded that the care ethic would be better served by interrogating rules 

(which block reflection) rather than principles (which invite reflection). 1 further 

surmiseci that care theory's aversion to principles may be ~ l a t e d  to what Dwight 

Boyd notes is a popular misîonstrual of Kohlberg's Stage Six. We saw that the 

conflation of d e s  and principles in conjunction with a rigid distinction between 

cognition and emotion has led some thinkers to assume that stage six moral 



reasoning is pure deductive reasoning, or pure nile following. 1 concluded that 

Caring is. in part, a reaction to the stereotype of an unfeeling moral reasoning 

machine. 

1 tried next to find some agreement about what it is we are talking about 

when we discuss "principles" by consulting the Oxford English Dictionmy. 1 

found that Noddings' dictum -- always act to maintain rather than diminish the 

caring relation -- nsembles in form and in function what conternporary usen of 

English agree is a pnnciple. The dictum is the fundamental source frorn which the 

rest of Noddings' treatise proceeds and it is the general statement or tenet held to 

be essential to the ethic of care. Noddings' "one great aim" up to which every 

action or policy is held strikes me very much iike the statement of a fint pnnciple 

-- or a primary proposition. Finally, in the ethic of care, relation is made 

equivalent to "good" or "righti'. Noddings calls the caring relation a "primitive 

good" (Noddings, 2000, p.38) Thus we have sorne correlation beiween those who 

are seen as pnncipled. who demonstrate a personal devotion to nght and those 

who are seen as one-caring, who demonstrate a personal devotion to relation. 

Challenged by Noddings' claim that her theory is coherent (Noddings, 

1984, p. 3,56), 1 tried io verify this claim. Using a four-part model of coherence 

described by Paul Thagard, 1 ined to find in Caring some evidence of coherence 

using the case of capital punishment. T'hagard's model demanded that we look for: 

deductive cohercnce - fit between principles and judgements 
explanatory coherence - fit between principles and judgements and empiricd 
hypotheses 

0 dciiùcrativc coherence - fit between judgcments and goals 
analogical coherence - fît bctwcen judgements and similar cases (Thagard, 1999, 
p.2) 



1 concluded that the care ethic exhibits pockets of coherence, but that it 

undermines its claim to overall coherence by refusing to claim its first principle. 

My next step was to characterize care as pnnciple and 1 tumed to Martin 

Hoffman's comrnents on how this principle might function. Hoffman's theorizes 

that ernpathy cannot stand alone as it leaves the oneîaring o p n  to persona1 

dangers. Engrossment, or full y projecting empatheticall y into the cared-for's 

reality cm, in the worst cases, lead to vicarious traumatization. hardening, and 

distancing. At minimum, it can impose, as Rosernarie Tong writes. "a severe 

demand on our psyches" (Tong, 1982, p.65). 

Another potential danger that Caring does not address is the possibility, 

and perhaps inevitability of bias in the care ethic. In Noddings' theory we can 

only be properly said to care for those who are connected to us personally via our 

web of relationships. And Noddings states directly that the one caring always 

wams the other, 'Touch not these who are my beloved (Noddings. 1984, p.110). 

Caring excuses us from responsibiiities to those we do not know and thus suffen 

from many kinds of bias and preferential treatrnent. For Hoffman, this could be 

remedied by embedding empathy in a moral principle. This way. we have a way 

to compassionately and pragmatically address, for example, "the starving children 

in Afiica" for whom Noddings says we have no obligation to care" (Noddings, 

1984, p.86). 

1 tried to find some common ground between Noddings and Dewey and 

found that they both are concemed. ~asonably enough, with the dangers of rigid 



de-following. But while Noddings believes that the maintenance of the relation 

is everything and that tuming to principles distracts from the cared-for, Dewey 

wants to constrain sheer empathy and emotion within a principle, or see it as a 

principle so that we are thinking clearly about the consequences of our actions. 1 

suggested that Dewey and Noddings both articulate r principle of care, one that 

doesn't pretend to dole out specific directives, but one that, when formulated as a 

principle, guides us to compassionately consider othen. 

Finally, at the end of Chapter Two, 1 presented the surpnsingly similar 

views on the use of pnnciples of Robert Nozick, who considen himself a devotee 

of rationality. and Paul Smeyers, who considen himself a devotee of care ethics. 

With Nozick, we saw that principles provide an invaiuable organizing force 

within our individual mincis and in our social relationships. From Smeyers, we 

saw that social understanding is made possible by some comrnon understanding 

of rights, responsibilities and prerogatives and that we can only rely on those who 

adhere to principles such as honesty and fidelity. 

In keeping with the spirit of drawing moral theory from the "concrete", 

Chapter Three began with the me,  published personal reflections by the moral 

theorist Barbara Applebaum. In the story, we meet a kind woman who did not 

have that kindness retumed to her. Noddings was chastised for her paucity of 

knowledge about domestic violence and the ethic of me's mandatory 

parochialism was roundly cnticize for its lack of political teeth. 

1 attempted to understand the new field of "relational ontology" that 

'' Aithough, as we saw in Chaptm Two. Noddings rnay k rctrcating h m  ihis position ever so slighdy. We will 
know if she revisits the core of hm thcory - the tripartite mode1 of carc - and incorporates caring for strangers into 



Nodâings names as important to the ethic of care but does not define or describe. I 

found that it includes a number of ideas that range from mild and incontestable 

("the world as a web" or "relationships are fundamental") CO quite controversial 

claims such as "caring cannot flourish while we regard ourselves as substantively 

separate from the otherW(Bai. 1999, p.7). At the theoretical level, 1 challenged the 

assumption that understanding ourselves to be interdependent and continuous 

with each other necessady. automatically and logically leads to some kind of 

blissful hmony. At the practical level. 1 suggested that encouraging people to let 

go of the idea of personal boundaries cm lead to renewed detemination to abuse 

on the part of an abuser and to further surrender and victîmization on the part of 

the abused. 1 noted Noddings' responses to these kinds of claims and found them 

to be stactlingly inadequate, and even dangerous, if women in abusive 

relationships were to follow her advice. 

The story of Malka was carried throughout the chapter even as we moved 

back to theoretical debate. 1 questioned the characterization of valuable mental 

processes like abstraction and deduction as morally suspect and asked that those 

concerned with social justice tread carefully before they abandon notions of 

personal boundaries. 1 suggested that the onetaring, rather than benefiting from 

an enlarged sense of power through her interrelatedness. is in fact, neutralized as 

an agent of change in the world. The onetaring can have no conception of 

democracy, for that is an abstraction. nie one-caring is, in effect politicatly 

muuled. 1 then noted Jean Keller's attempts to rehabilitate the ethic of care by 

repairing sorne of its holes. Specifically, Keller wants to raise the status of 

it. 



autonomy, cognition, imagination, integrity and self-respect within the ethic. 

My main conclusion is that the ethic of care has a first principle -- 

maintain the caring relation. Rather than run from principles, care theorists should 

embrace their own principle, and be prepared to justify it in the face of opposition. 

Social justice activists cannot bury themselves in the tight-knit. like-minded 

safety of their own communities, but must reach out into the public realm and 

make their case on the world stage. 1 do not believe that Noddings has succeeded 

in describing a di fferent approach to morali ty. Instead, she has built one w hich 

denies its very foundations. Reasons for the flight from principles may include a 

reaction against male dominance in ethics, a ngid separation between reason and 

emotion, a conflation of niles and principles, a siraw-person fight against a 

misrepresented Kohlbergian Stage-Six reasoning, or some reason 1 was not able to 

discover. Whûtever the reason, the professed rejection of principles, if taken 

seriously, would render the onecaring unfit to take part in debates of issues 

beyond her own inmediate concems. 

Care alone, understood as engrossment, motivational displacement, and 

completion in the cared-for, further reinforces abusive relationships. By refusing 

to deal with the larger political context and looking on1 y at the dpamics within 

one household, the care ethic cements the abused person into her role. Noddings 

would respond here by claiming that the abuser should follow positive role 

models, cease the abuse, and behave as one-caring. That is fine ai the theoretical 

level. However, there is plenty of evidence to suggest that an abuser would not 

yield to the role of one-caring (though he may adhere to a relational ontology, 



considering his wife as an appendage), while the abused party would probably 

gain new rationalizations for tolerating the abuse. 

At the theoretical level, 1 suggest that there is room for debate as to 

whether the care principle should be the first principle or should be one of the first 

pnnciples. 1 suggest that the care principle aiways be considered in relation to the 

justice principle. For how else can we decry gross violations of justice in personal 

relationships and in the world at large if we do not allow ourselves recoune to the 

principies of justice and c m ?  It is not exactly clear how seriously Noddings takes 

the criticism that justice is as important as care. In a response to Michael Slote, 

for exarnple, she gives and then takes away a cornmitment to the principle of 

justice. Writes Noddings, 

It may well be that Slote is right when he says that care theorists have backed off too quickly in 
acknowicdging the need for justice as a supplement to m e .  But backing off is good for the 
philosophical sou1 (Noddings, 2000, p.36) 

She allows that there was some "error" in giving too little attention to "carhg 

about" as opposed to "caring for" and speculates that "caring about" may be the 

foundation, or may itself become justice (Noddings, 2000, p.36). Still, the care 

ethic could be strengthened considerably by developing this latent justice aspect. 

1 have attempted to argue that principles are relevant and important in the 

care ethic. 1 have suggested that the care ethic c m  be greatly strengthened by 

explicitl y making use of the traditional twls of philosoph y rather than dismissing 

them. In particular. 1 recornmend that care theorists own their first principle. The 

influence of Ne1 Noddings in the area of moral education is difficult to overstate. 

Written close to 20 years ago, Caring set in motion a wave of conversations, 



debates and arguments that continues to reverberate. The goal of this thesis is to 

offer one thoughi to this continuing conversation, namely, that a satisfying 

account of moral life. one that attends to the values enshrined in the principle of 

justice and the values enshrined in the principle of care remains less likely while 

the preeminent care theorist herself denies her own first pnnciple. 
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